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(ABSTRACT) 

A model was developed using contemporary wetland theory to predict the fate of 

nitrogen runoff in a constructed wetland. The model utilizes nitrogen concentrations of 

influent water as system inputs. The model is three-dimensional, one dimensional in time, 

and two dimensional in space. The physical domain of the model incorporates a flat 

emergent marsh and deep pool and includes the water body and underlying sediment. 

Solutions for concentration of sediment-bound organic nitrogen are obtained for the 

water body and the sediment-water interface, while solutions for concentration of 

ammonium and nitrate are obtained for the entire physical domain. Physical conditions are 

considered along the system boundaries, and a jump condition is modeled for nutrient 

diffusion through the sediment-water interface. 

A hyperbolic advection-settling equation models the transport and deposition of 

sediment-bound organic nitrogen; mineralization of deposited nitrogen is modeled. A



parabolic advection-diffusion equation is used to model the movement of dissolved 

ammonium and nitrate through the wetland water body; the equation is modified for both 

ammonium and nitrate to model diffusion and transformation in the sediment layer. 

Spatial variation of sediment layer aerobic and anaerobic regions is considered, as are 

temperature and pH effects on transformation rates. Numerical solutions are obtained 

using divided differences. 

Constructed wetlands for use in NPS pollution control are a new concept; there is 

no data currently available to use for model validation. The model was shown to be 

consistent with qualitative theoretical considerations, based on simulations of different 

scenarios.
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Constructed wetlands are being studied to determine their efficacy as low cost, low 

maintenance pollution abatement systems. A new application for constructed wetlands is 

implementation as a structural best management practice (BMP) in nonpoint source (NPS) 

pollution control. Constructed wetlands as structural BMPs are designed to enhance 

sediment trapping and settling, detain runoff, and retain or transform bound and dissolved 

nutrients. 

Nonpoint source (NPS) pollution contributes over 65 % of the total pollution load 

to inland surface waters in the United States (USEPA, 1993). The U.S. Environmental 

Protection Agency (USEPA) Office of Research and Development and the Office of 

Wetlands, Oceans and Watersheds held a workshop in June 1991, in Arlington, Virginia. 

The purpose of the workshop was to evaluate the role of created and natural wetlands in 

the control of rural NPS pollution. It may be inferred that constructed wetlands will 

receive much attention in new attempts to create integrated NPS pollution management 

plans. One might also expect increasing legal interest and emphasis on constructed 

wetlands as lost habitat mitigation components. One of the conclusions from the meeting 

was (USEPA, 1993): 

"Wetlands must be part of an integrated landscape approach to NPS 

pollution control. Created, restored, and natural wetlands can contribute 

significantly to watershed quality, but they must be sited correctly and not 

be overloaded. Wetlands cannot be expected to compensate for 

insufficient use of BMPs such as conservation tillage, grassed waterways, 

and exclusion of livestock from riparian areas."



The element nitrogen, in high concentrations, is considered a pollutant in runoff 

waters. Large concentrations can spur algal blooms which block sunlight from reaching 

submerged vegetation, and diurnal algal cycles and algal decomposition can deplete 

dissolved oxygen in waters causing fish kills. Research has shown how nitrogen is 

transformed and immobilized in natural wetlands. 

Transformation is the process where forms of a nutrient undergo biochemical 

oxidation and/or reduction through microbial respiration. Both aerobic and anaerobic 

microzones exist in wetlands. Nitrogen as ammonium is oxidized to nitrite and nitrate 

forms. Anaerobic microbes reduce nitrate and nitrite to nitrogen gas through intermediary 

nitrogen molecules. The resulting gas is poorly soluble and diffuses to the atmosphere. 

Through transformation, the nutrient concentration in the wetland is effectively reduced. 

While qualitative analyses of these transformation processes are adequately 

documented, there appears to be a lack of detailed models that present a comprehensive 

account of nitrogen cycling in a wetland. There are many working constructed wetlands 

used in industrial and point source applications. These systems tend to be gravel beds 

planted with a selected macrophyte. Models that describe these types of wetlands 

generally prescribe a first order "black box" equation to each pollutant transformation to 

estimate the removal efficiency of the system. Black box models are determined 

empirically and do not account for the physical processes that actually occur in the 

modeled system. Standard wetland models are based on the assumption that the entire 

wetland acts as a homogenous unit, with no spatial variations in microbial activity. 

Wetlands constructed for use as nonpoint BMPs more closely resemble natural 

wetlands. The cycling of nitrogen in natural wetlands is complex and dependent on many 

factors. For instance, the concentration of the nitrogen species varies greatly with respect 

to space in a wetland because the sediment zone can act as a sink for nitrate. Therefore, 
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application of standard black box models to nonpoint BMP wetlands completely ignores 

what is qualitatively known about nutrient cycling in wetlands and can provide only a very 

general approximation. 

This thesis describes a research effort to develop a model that accounts for the 

actual processes that occur in a wetland, so that far more accurate predictions of nutrient 

transformations may be obtained. The predictions may be used to determine dimensions 

for constructed wetlands in situations where goals for nitrogen reduction are established, 

pollutant loadings are known, and wetlands are considered feasible for implementation in a 

NPS pollution management scheme.



RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 

The objectives of the research were: 

1: To develop a dynamic mathematical model of a constructed wetland 

environment to determine the fate of nitrogen inputs. 

2: To verify the individual components of the completed model and to 

perform the best validation possible considering the lack of existing data.



LITERATURE REVIEW 

This review contains synopses of major processes that occur in natural wetlands 

based on works by researchers in the field. Constructed wetlands are built to simulate 

some or all of the factors associated with natural wetlands, depending on performance 

goals. Topics discussed in the review are wetland formation, hydrology, chemistry, 

nutrient cycles in general, and the nitrogen cycle specifically. Also discussed are NPS 

pollution constructed wetlands, modeling of wetlands, and, finally, modeling efforts which 

may be considered applicable to aspects of constructed wetland hydrology and nitrogen 

cycling. 

Natural Wetlands Overview 

Wetland formation by discussed in Baker (1973) and Novitzki (1989). Wetlands 

originate in typical geological settings due to water movement and accumulation. The 

major geological settings in which wetlands form are areas of: 1) slope discontinuity, 2) 

topographic depression, 3) stratigraphic features which inhibit infiltration, and 4) 

permafrost. Wetlands formed in upland areas tend to be underlain by bedrock and glacial 

till while wetlands in lowland areas tend to be underlain by glacial outwash, clay and silt, 

or alluvial outwash comprised of sand or a mixture of sand and gravel. 

Wetlands form in areas of slope discontinuity where the surface of the ground 

intersects the water table. Water may seep up through the ground, driven by subsurface 

hydraulic head greater than the elevation of the ground surface. When shallow slow 

moving water ponds on the surface, stagnant anaerobic conditions develop in the soil that 

foster the accumulation of organic material. Such accumulated material does not decay 

completely due to lack of oxygen, and forms a very stable substance called peat. Peat 
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layers have very low vertical permeability and are capable of holding from 350 to 935% 

water relative to weight. The process of peat formation enhances formation and growth 

of wetlands. 

Wetlands can form in areas of topographic depression, permafrost, and in low 

lying areas with underlying low vertical permeability substrate when surface flow into the 

area exceeds evaporation and transpiration. Low permeability also occurs over relatively 

permeable substrate if fine clay is initially present in the soil or is deposited from surface 

runoff. Ponded water creates anoxic conditions in the soil/clay sediment which fosters the 

development of peat. Peat accumulation greatly reduces the infiltration of ponded water 

which in turn causes the wetland area to expand. 

A conceptualization of the hydrology of wetlands is beneficial for a holistic 

wetland synthesis. Good generalizations of wetland hydrology are presented by Baker 

(1973) and Novitzki (1989). There are three possible ways for water to move into a 

wetland: 1) surface flow, 2) groundwater inflow where the water table is in contact with 

the land surface, and 3) a combination of surface flow and groundwater inflow. 

In groundwater-fed wetlands, the water level is most directly a function of the 

water table height, which in turn is directly related to the season. While wetland bottoms 

tend to minimize infiltration, water may percolate up through permeable underlying 

substrate into the wetland if hydraulic head is particularly high. This tends to occur in 

lowland wetlands. High levels of ponded water in the wetland can prevent discharge from 

groundwater when hydraulic head equilibrium is established with the ground water. Water 

levels also depend upon overland flow into the wetland which is a function of 

precipitation. Water may flow out of the wetland via intermittent or permanent streams. 

Air temperature, surface area to water depth ratio, wind, and standing vegetal mass 

influence the water level in wetlands because each factor affects evapotranspiration. There 
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are significant rates of water loss to evapotranspiration in wetlands relative to other 

systems because of a high vegetation population and high surface area to volume ratios. 

Water which enters the wetland is spread over a wide shallow area which supports many 

hydrophytes. Large volumes of runoff are detained and reduced by evapotranspiration. 

Peat deposits absorb a large amount of water which can sustain plant needs during periods 

of low flow. These properties allow wetlands to serve as buffers in the hydrologic cycle. 

Nutrient cycles are processes in which elements required by live organisms are 

used and transformed through reduction/oxidation (redox) reactions such as respiration. 

These cycles are conceptualized with an initial source of the element which becomes 

subject to microbial activity in either an aerobic or anaerobic environment. The 

conceptual pathway of the element is charted through both redox states (aerobic and 

anaerobic) based on the predominant (most effective) biological chain of 

consumption/excretion. The pathway leads back to the source state of the element. 

A thorough assessment of the chemical processes which take place in wetlands is 

beneficial for the consideration of pollutant assimilation and _ transformation. 

Comprehensive discussions of wetland chemistry are presented by Pierce (1989) and 

Steiner (1989). There are many factors which influence wetland reactions acting through 

large temporal and spatial variations. It is, therefore, very difficult to generalize a 

conceptualization of wetland chemical cycles. Some chemical processes which 

predominate in wetlands include mineralization, volatilization, reduction and oxidation, 

chelation, complexation, precipitation, adsorption, and absorption. These processes all 

influence water and soil pH, nutrient status, nutrient uptake, and indigenous organism 

population numbers. Likewise, nutrient uptake and material secreted and excreted by live 

organisms can influence wetland chemistry. Nutrient uptake is also influenced by seasonal 

change. During the growing season, there is a general loss of nutrients to plant uptake. 
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During the winter, nutrients may be released by plant decay. Measurable wetland 

parameters include ion concentration, pH, dissolved oxygen concentration (DO), 

biochemical oxygen demand (BOD), and electrical conductivity. 

Nitrogen in Wetlands 

This section is based on works presented by Brooks (1989), Cooke and Lefor 

(1986), Rheinheimer (1991), Schalles (1989), and Wolaver (1981). 

Nitrogen must be made available in certain inorganic molecular forms before 

uptake by autotrophic (gain energy through non-carbonaceous means) species. Gaseous 

molecular nitrogen (N2) is fixed by many aerobic and anaerobic microorganisms. These 

organisms may be phototrophic (gain energy from light) or heterotrophic (gain energy 

from carbon sources); they use some form of energy to break the triple bond between N>. 

This nitrogen is bound to hydrogen to form ammonium (NH,°) and/or is coupled with 

sugars to form amino acids. 

Mineralization is the process by which fungi and proteolytic (protein- 

decomposing) bacteria return ammonium to the nitrogen cycle through decomposition of 

proteins. In this process, NH2 groups bound to amino acids are liberated and react with 

hydrogen during protein decomposition. Once ammonium is liberated, the nitrifying 

bacteria, obligate aerobes (require oxygen to propagate), obtain energy through oxidation 

of the molecule to form nitrite and nitrate (nitrification). Specifically, Nitrosomonas sp. 

oxidize ammonium to nitrite (NO. _) and Nitrobacter sp. oxidize nitrite to nitrate (NO; +, 

Nitrification consumes dissolved oxygen in waters, therefore, excessive nitrification can 

deplete oxygen to levels that can cause fish kills. 

One characteristic unique to wetlands is the theoretical oxidized zone in the 

wetland sediment. The spatial extent of the zone throughout the sediment is disputed, but 
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the zone is thought to be an extension of the rhizosphere, a region around the root hairs of 

emergent hydrophytes. A hydrophyte effectively transports oxygen to the root hairs, some 

of which may leak to the soil matrix forming an oxidized zone. The amount of oxygen 

that leaks to the soil matrix is disputed, but a significant amount of nitrification is assumed 

to occur in this zone (Armstrong et al., 1990). Results from research are inconclusive. 

The rate of oxygenation in the zone has been modeled to a limited extent by Armstrong et 

al. (1990). However, many dynamic variables in the root system and incomplete 

knowledge create difficulties in this modeling effort. The beneficial effect of wetland 

hydrophytes in the removal of nitrogen is thought to be the result of active transport of 

oxygen to the sediment. Nutrient uptake by plants is generally insignificant except for 

young rapidly growing species. Established specimens act as nitrogen stores, but do not 

cycle nitrogen (Hammer and Bastian, 1993). 

Denitrification is the reduction of nitrate through nitrite, ammonium, nitric oxide 

(NO), and nitrous oxide (N2,O) to molecular nitrogen. This process occurs in anaerobic 

environments. The microorganisms responsible are facultatively anaerobic, meaning that 

they can subsist in oxygen-rich waters. They are capable of both oxygen and nitrogen 

respiration because they possess the ability to transpose enzyme systems from one form of 

respiration to another. The organisms are heterotrophic and require an available carbon 

source to obtain energy; they use nitrite and nitrate as terminal electron acceptors under 

anaerobic conditions. Greater numbers of denitrifying organisms which perform nitrate 

reduction exist than do organisms which perform nitrite reduction, therefore, nitrite can 

sometimes (though rarely) accumulate in strictly anaerobic environments. Denitrification 

occurs in anaerobic microzones which form on substrate surfaces and suspended particles 

where DO has been depleted through biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) exertion, and in 

anaerobic regions of submerged wetland soils. 
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Constructed Wetlands For NPS Pollution Control 

Constructed wetlands installed on a watershed as structural BMPs for an 

agricultural operation are considered second-order control by USEPA (1993). Second- 

order control systems are designed to treat aggregate waters from a variety of sources. 

Wetlands of this nature are low cost, low maintenance systerns located at strategic 

drainage network points within a small watershed. Wetlands created for use in 

sediment/nutrient control are most effective when located in the upper reaches of a large 

scale watershed. 

An overall constructed wetland/sediment/nutrient control system intended for 

implementation on an agricultural watershed was presented by USEPA (1993), based on 

the work of Higgins (1992). The sediment/nutrient control system (figure 1) is comprised 

of a series of different environments in succession from the inlet to the outlet. Runoff is 

intercepted by a sediment basin which removes large sediment and organic particles. A 

Jevel-lip spreader filled with porous material allows sheet flow of water from the basin to a 

grassed filter. The filter gives way to a freshwater wetland consisting of an emergent 

marsh and a deep pond. Nitrification is intended to occur in the shallow marsh due to the 

emergent vegetation while denitrification is intended to occur in the deep pond where 

conditions are assumed to be anaerobic. A grassed filter strip or wet meadow is provided 

at the outlet for final polishing of the effluent. Macrophytes should be planted in 

accordance with local climate. Typically, cattail and rushes are incorporated in the 

emergent marsh while submergent pond weeds and tape grass are used in the pond. 

Maintenance is generally limited to removal of accumulated material from the sediment 

basin and the filter strips. Extensive algal mats may also require removal. General design 

criteria for marsh and pool depth and section surface areas are presented by USDA-SCS 

(1991). 
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The system has been utilized in northern Maine for control of runoff from potato 

fields, but it is suggested by the EPA that the systems could be implemented in any 

integrated NPS pollution management program. The design and construction was 

provided through the Orono office of the Natural Resources Conservation Service 

(formerly the Soil Conservation Service). Recreational usage and wildlife habitat are not 

criteria of the design. Results indicate more than 80 percent removal of sediment, 

nitrogen, and phosphate (USDA-SCS, 1991; Higgins, 1992). The collected data pertains 

almost exclusively to phosphorous and sediment; data for nitrogen are cursory. 

Modeling Wetlands 

Although the processes related to nitrogen cycling in wetlands are known, only 

limited models exist that describe the molecular transformations. Models that incorporate 

nitrogen are often ecological, modeling entire system nutrient pools and biological growth 

for year-long periods. These models are used to predict the bio-diversity of fish and large 

plants in natural wetlands for mitigation of lost habitat purposes, and are not intended for 

use in pollution management applications (Mitsch and Reeder, 1991). Other models 

prescribe a first order equation to BOD reduction in gravel bed, plug flow type wetlands, 

constructed for use in industrial and agricultural point source operations (e.g. animal 

feedlots). The equation for BOD removal recommended by the Water Pollution Control 

Federation (WPCEF) as developed by Reed et al. (1990) is: 

BE = A texp(-0.7 #ky*Av!"S HRT ¥n) (1) 
a 

where ky is a temperature specific rate constant, HRT 1s the hydraulic retention time, n is 

the porosity, A is the fraction of BOD not settled, Av is the specific surface area (L”), Ce 

is the concentration at a given time (M/L°), and C, is the influent concentration (M/L’). 
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Bavor et al. (1989) presented a generic first order model to describe the removal 

of total kjeldahl nitrogen (TKN) from a bed planted with macrophytes: 

Cc 
In(—) =-K*RT (2) 

0 

where K is the reaction constant, and RT is the hydraulic retention time within the 

macrophyte system, and C and C, represent effluent and influent concentrations (M/L’), 

respectively. 

Since the traditional point source systems are rectangular basins designed for 

highly concentrated wastes operated under plug flow conditions, corresponding models 

describe plug flow hydrology. The models assume spatially uniform microbial activity. It 

can not be justified to apply these models to wetlands constructed as BMPs for runoff 

management because the hydrologic conditions are completely different. There are many 

more dynamics to account for in a system designed to detain and handle watershed runoff 

because these systems are intended to duplicate natural systems and to require minimal 

maintenance. A system of the described nature has more complex geometry and variation 

in function and redox potential due to shallow regions with emergent vegetation where 

nitrification tends to occur, and deeper regions, without vegetation, where predominantly 

anaerobic conditions and denitrification occur. Process rates may also vary with time, 

depending on daily temperature, input characteristics, and water level. The concept of 

using constructed wetlands in a watershed management setting to control NPS pollution is 

new. At this time, there appear to be no detailed models of such a system. 

Model Components 

A detailed model of an NPS constructed wetland would be comprised of several 

submodels to predict individual nitrogen specie transformations in soil systems, coupled 
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with models to describe the system hydrodynamics. The following paragraphs detail 

equations found in the literature, which describe functions or processes pertinent to the 

NPS constructed wetland. In the equations, t represents time in seconds, x represents 

distance along some longitudinal axis, and z represents vertical distance. 

Barfield et al. (1985) presented a sediment transport and deposition equation based 

on a mass balance of water-borne sediment in a two-dimensional control volume, 

considering change in concentration of sediment as a function of advection and settling 

due to gravity. They included terms for turbulent diffusivity, which can be ignored if 

water flow entering the wetland is uniform. This can be assumed true in this case due to 

the control structures upstream of the wetland. The resulting equation is: 

OC, (t,x,Z) 4 o[U(x)C,.4 (t,x,Z)] + VOC. (t,x, Z) _ 

ot Ox Oz 

where C,.q(t,x,Z) is the concentration of sediment (M/L?); U(x) is horizontal fluid velocity 

  0 (3) 

(L/T) defined by Q/A(x); Q is daily flow rate (L*/T); A(x) is cross sectional area of the 

wetland (L”) as a function of x, and V is the settling velocity (L/T), determined by Stokes 

equation. 

Stokes equation for the settling velocity of an individual particle suspended in 

water is based on a balance of forces on the particle. The forces are due to gravity, 

buoyancy, and drag on the particle as it settles. Stokes equation, as presented by Peavy et 

al. (1985), for the terminal settling velocity V (m/s), for a particle of mean diameter d (m), 

1S: 

y= 4 (P, 7 Pw )d (4) 

3 CoP. 
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where g is acceleration due to gravity (m/s2), P, is particle density (kg/m*), Py is density 

of water (kg/m), C,, is the drag coefficient, and is dynamic viscosity (N*s/m2). Cy 

varies for laminar, transitional, and turbulent flow: 

[24 for laminar flow, (Re <10*) 
Re 

24 3 . 4 
—+—,; + 0.34 for transitional flow, (1.0 < Re < 10") 

Cy =4Re Rel”? 

0.4 for turbulent flow, (Re 210‘)   | 
(5) 

where Re is the Reynolds number calculated with: 

Re = Vp,d/p (6) 

An iterative technique is required to obtain the solution for the settling velocity of 

any given particle. The settling velocity is initially computed assuming the laminar case; a 

new Reynolds number is calculated corresponding to that velocity. A new C, is 

calculated using the new Reynolds number, and the settling velocity is calculated again. 

This procedure is repeated until |(new velocity - previous velocity)+(new velocity)|, 

defined as the normalized approximate error, is less than or equal to some desired value. 

The influent may be considered to carry a concentration of dissolved nutrients. 

The dissolved nutrients can be assumed to move through the water body due to advection 

and horizontal and vertical diffusion. An equation for advective and diffusive movement 

of dissolved pollutant in a water body is (Shukla, 1990): 
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oC...{t,x,z) + g[C...(t,x,z)* U(t,x)] _ 

ot OX 

o’[C...(t,x,z)] o[C...(t,x,z)] 

Hoe 

  

(7) 
D 

where Dy is the apparent horizontal diffusivity (L*/T), Dy is the apparent vertical 

diffusivity (L*/T), and U(t,x) is horizontal velocity through the cross section of the 

wetland (L/T). C... represents the concentration of pollutant (M/L?); in this application, 

either the concentration of ammonium, Cyy,, or the concentration of nitrate, Cxo,.- 

An equation that describes mineralization in the sediment is (Stanford et al., 1973): 

dCn. (t) 
a1 = —korglCy,, (1)] (8) 

where Now (t) is concentration of organic nitrogen (M/L’), and Ko, 18 the rate constant. 

The rate constant as a function of temperature was determined by Stanford et al. (1973) 

through a pooled regression of data from 11 soils : 

k _ 10°6~?2% {T (9) 

where k is in weeks”, and T is temperature in Kelvin. The regression equation for k as a 

function of T represents the increase in enzyme activity within the actual microbes as 

environment temperature increases. 

Both nitrification and denitrification are affected by oxygen concentration. 

Therefore, a robust wetlands model should include a method to predict oxygen 

concentration. The concentration of dissolved oxygen in the sediment layer varies 

primarily with respect to depth. Six models, two steady state and four transient state, 

were developed by Bouldin (1970) and reviewed by Howeler and Bouldin (1971) to 

predict oxygen concentration as a function of depth and soil specific constants. The 

steady state models consider oxygen consumption due to microbial respiration, while the 
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transient state models consider consumption due to chemical reactions. Microbial 

consumption was assumed to dominate in wetland sediment, based on established theory. 

Howeler and Bouldin (1971) concluded that the following steady state model was more 

realistic than the other based on comparison with experimental data: 

Co, (2) =? -{ PA lees (10) 

where C,(z) is the concentration of dissolved oxygen (M/L’) at the top of the sediment 

layer, D is the diffusion coefficient of oxygen in the sediment (L’/T), taken as 10° cm?/sec 

by Howeler and Bouldin (1971), and A is the rate of consumption of oxygen (M/L?/T). 

Howeler and Bouldin (1971) presented experimental results with average measured values 

and standard deviations for A. 

Misra et al. Biggar (1974) conducted extensive research regarding ammonium and 

nitrate mobility and transformation in columns of soil. A model presented by Misra et al. 

Biggar (1974) for ammonium concentration in soil accounts for ionic exchange of 

ammonium with soil particles, zero order reduction of ammonium due to nitrification, and 

horizontal advection and diffusion of ammonium through the water column. The model 

1s: 

  

D 0°Cwig (ts x) y OCyH, (t,x) ~ kyu, 

OCnn, (t,x) 7 ox Ox 

at - (1+R) 
  (11) 

where kyy, is the zero order rate constant for nitrification, v is the soil water velocity 

(m/s), D is the diffusivity (L7/T), and R is the distribution coefficient for equilibrium 

between solution ions and ions adsorbed to the sediment, based on the equilibrium 

isotherm s = Rc. In the relation, s represents the concentration of adsorbed ions, and c 

represents the concentration of solution ions. Misra et al. (1974) used a value of 1 for R. 
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Reddy et al. (1976) also did extensive research regarding the mobility and 

transformation of both ammonium and nitrate in soils. The value for D for ammonium 

measured by Reddy et al. (1976) was 0.216 cm?/day. 

Wild et al. (1971) conducted extensive research on the kinetics of nitrification. 

They investigated how pH, dissolved oxygen, and temperature affect rates of microbial 

ammonium oxidation. Wild et al. determined that microbes utilize ammonium as a 

function of dissolved oxygen concentration at a constant rate for DO concentrations 

exceeding 1.0 mg/l, and that nitrification is inhibited for DO concentrations lower than 1.0 

mg/l. They determined that the maximum rate of nitrification as a function of temperature 

occurs at 30°C. Their data show a simple linear relation between percent of maximum 

rate and temperature. The maximum rate of nitrification as a function of pH occurs at 8.4. 

Growth and activity are inhibited as pH increases or decreases from the optimum value. 

Deviation of hydrogen ion concentration from this range may induce change with regard 

to organism enzyme activity and cellular permeability. Chemical solubility may also be 

affected because ammonium is a weak acid. 

A model, presented by Misra et al. Biggar (1974), for nitrate concentration in the 

sediment layer accounts for horizontal diffusion and advection through the water column, 

addition due to nitrification, and loss due to denitrification: 

ICnos (tx) _ D d*Cyo, (t,x) , ACNo, (t,x) 

ot Ox? Ox 
  — Kyo; + Kyu, (12) 

The variables and parameter definitions for this equation are the same as for equation 11. 

Reddy et al. (1976) reported D as 1.33 cm*/day. 

A zero order rate constant for denitrification as a function of pH, oxygen 

concentration, and temperature was investigated by Focht (1974). The rate constant 

represents the transformation of NO; to an intermediate molecule, which then forms the 
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gasses N2O and N2. It is not known exactly whether N2O is an obligatory precursor to the 

formation of Nj. Focht combined linear rate effect functions for oxygen and pH with an 

exponential function for temperature, for a Varing soil, to yield: 

K =a(A-Xo9)(X, - B)e™ (13) 

where &, y, A, and B are coefficients related to the dependence of denitrification on pH 

(X,), percent aerated pores (Xo), and temperature (T). The values for the constants A, B, 

a, and y are 22.2, 3.81, 0.0944, and 0.0424, respectively. The values probably vary 

between soil types, due to the empirical nature of the equation. Mathematical restrictions 

on the model for inclusive ranges are: percent aerated pores between 0 and 22.2, pH 

between 3.81 and 8.0, and temperature between 15 and 65° C. 
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CHAPTER I 

MODEL DEVELOPMENT 

I first present the overall model on a qualitative basis. Then, I discuss two model 

components, oxygen diffusion and the nitrification rate constant, that posed a problem to 

assimilation of the complete model, and the resolution of each problem. Finally, I present 

all of the quantitative model components.. 

THE QUALITATIVE MODEL 

The wetland model couples several submodels, developed by others to predict 

individual nitrogen specie transformations in soil systems, with a model that describes the 

hydrodynamics of a wetland. The model is applicable to the marsh/pool section of the 

system developed by the SCS (figure 2). 

The model considers temporal and spatial variation in two dimensions. It is 

assumed that the wetland is homogenous with respect to width because the system is 

symmetric about the longitudinal (lengthwise) axis. It is assumed that the wetland is at full 

capacity during simulation runs. All inputs to the wetland are modeled as steady state. 

The input consists of a uniform daily flow rate which carries a uniform sediment load and 

a uniform concentration of dissolved nutrients. Uniform velocity is assumed, from the 

wetland entrance to the wetland exit. Turbulence is not accounted for. Sediment moves 

horizontally through the wetland concurrent with the velocity profile (advection) and 

settles to the wetland bottom due to gravity, while the dissolved nutrients move due to 

advection and horizontal and vertical diffusion driven by the spatial variation in the specie 

concentrations. 
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It is assumed that there are no nitrogen transformations in the water body itself. 

All transformations occur in the wetland sediment layer. Transformations of the various 

species in the system are modeled individually, but solved simultaneously. Sediment 

which settles to the wetland bottom is modeled as carrying a mass of bound organic 

nitrogen. In the sediment zone, the organic nitrogen is transformed to ammonium. In the 

aerobic sediment zones, the ammonium is oxidized to nitrate, while in the anaerobic 

sediment zones, nitrate is reduced to elemental nitrogen. It is also assumed that all 

elemental nitrogen is lost to the atmosphere. This assumption is well accepted because 

nitrogen gas is so poorly soluble. Figure 3 shows the simplified model nitrogen cycle, and 

figure 4 shows a cross section of the modeled wetland. 

It is assumed that emergent hydrophytes are all healthy established specimens, 

which do not grow at an appreciable rate. Therefore, neither plant nutrient uptake nor 

plant deaths are considered. All transformations are affected by temperature; nitrification 

and denitrification are affected by oxygen concentration as well. The aerobic and 

anaerobic zones in the wetland bottom, assumed to be created by the hydrophytes are 

defined by the user. Likewise, temperature and pH distributions in the sediment must also 

be specified by the user. 

OXYGEN DIFFUSION 

I initially assumed during model development that there would be a dissolved 

oxygen gradient in the sediment such that nitrification could be sustained to some depth 

beneath the sediment/water interface. At this depth, to be predicted mathematically, 

nitrification would cease. Numerical values for sediment dissolved oxygen content could 

be used in conjunction with the denitrification model, equation (13), to determine the rate 

of denitrication as a function of oxygen concentration. Reddy et al. (1976) reported 
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Figure 3. Simplified model nitrogen cycle 
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Figure 4. Cross section of modeled wetland 
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aerobic zone thicknesses in submerged soils up to 2 cm considering only diffusion-based 

oxygen delivery. Howeler and Bouldin (1971) found, however, that diffusion-based 

delivery of oxygen from the sediment/water interface aerated only the top few millimeters 

of sediment. A thickness in millimeters is far too precise compared to the scale of the 

overall modeling effort to attempt to account for the variation of oxygen concentration 

with depth. 

The steady state model, equation (10), presented by Bouldin (1968), for oxygen 

consumption constant per unit volume of mud per unit time, was not described completely 

enough for full comprehension of the modeling procedure and solution. To resolve the 

discrepancy between the results published by Reddy et al. (1976) and Howeler and 

Bouldin (1971), I developed and evaluated two physically-based models for oxygen 

concentration in a homogenous column per unit volume with respect to time and depth. 

In the models, I assume vertical diffusion only, based on interface concentration; in one 

model I assume constant oxygen consumption, in the other model I assume consumption 

proportional to concentration. I assumed that there is no flux through the bottom of the 

column, to simulate the clay liner. 

Diffusion and consumption constants were obtained from Howeler and Bouldin 

(1971). Concentrations were determined for increasing time increments. A column depth 

of 25 cm was used. The value of dissolved oxygen for 25° C water in equilibrium with the 

atmosphere is 8 pg O,/cm° (Bouldin, 1968). The value given for diffusivity in Lemon and 

Kristensen (1960) for saturated soil is 10-> cm’/sec. The model for zero-order oxygen 

consumption 1s: 

AC(t,z) _ pF C(tZ) | 
ot dz 

Boundary Condition 1: C(t,0) = Cp 

A (14) 
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dC(t,25) _ 

Oz 

Initial Condition: C(0,z) = Co 

Boundary Condition 2: 0 

The model for first order consumption is: 

9C(L2) _ py FC) Levey) 
ot Oz 

Boundary Condition 1: C(t,0) = Cg 

Boundary Condition 2: a =0 
Z 

Initial Condition: C(0,z) = Co 

(15) 

where the depth of the column is 25 cm, Cg is the surface boundary oxygen concentration, 

Co is the initial column concentration, A is the zero order consumption constant, D is 

diffusivity, and k is the proportionality constant (sec”). 

Complete analytical solutions are presented in appendix A. The solution for each 

equation is represented as an infinite series. The solution to equation (14) is: 

t C.-C.) - Dr? (2n-1)"t 
— 4( B o) e 4L2 in| 

m(2n —1) 

C(t,z) = » 

n=I — 4? 

(2n—1)n* | ; 

2L 

  

  
The solution to equation (15) 1s: 
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[pega -r} 
= 4(Cp=Co) 40? sin| CODE? | — 4kCz 

|. Qn-Dx 2L (Qn-Dx 
Ctt2) =) yd [pean v? r} (17) n= — * _ _ - 

‘in| S 1)n | Dx (én 1) —-k| *l1l—-e au? 
aL 4L     

+C, 

Oxygen concentration versus depth was evaluated at increasing time values with 

the aid of the Mathematica commercial software package (Wolfram, 1993). Figures 5 and 

6 show the relationship at time t equal to 1 hour. Figure 6 reveals apparent oscillations in 

concentration which, in reality, are not there. The figures represent the analytical solution, 

which is an infinite summation of terms. The series was truncated after the 25th term. 

For model one (equation 14), the lowest average rate of consumption from 

Howeler and Bouldin (1971), 3.17 * 10° mg O,/em? * sec! was used, while for model 

two (equation 15), the lowest average constant of proportionality, 2.37 * 10° sec’, was 

used. The coefficient of diffusivity was set at 10-* cm?/sec, a value 10 times greater than 

the published estimate, because I suspected that sediment is predominantly anaerobic. The 

greater the diffusivity, the more rapidly oxygen will diffuse from the interface, thereby 

sustaining greater rates of microbial consumption. It is evident that in one hour (figures 5 

and 6), most of the column oxygen is consumed. The initial condition for both models, 

representing uniform oxygen concentration in the column, was 0.007 mg O,/cm*. This 

value serves to demonstrate that even if the sediment is close to being saturated with 

oxygen, concentration will still approach zero. The initial value, coupled with the high 

diffusivity, and use of the lowest published rate of consumption and the lowest published 
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Figure 5. Oxygen concentration at 1 hour versus depth for constant oxygen consumption 
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constant of proportionality leads to conservative results for both models, and elucidates 

the point that submerged soil becomes anaerobic very quickly at very shallow depths. It is 

apparent that only a fine aerobic film could exist in a sediment layer with no active 

transport of oxygen. These findings are in conjunction with the published results of 

Howeler and Bouldin (1971) for the thicknesses of aerobic zones in submerged soils based 

on the models presented by Bouldin (1968). 

Based on the analysis, an option was incorporated into the overall model, to allow 

the user to assume active transport of oxygen into the sediment by planted hydrophytes, 

since active transport by wetland plants is a popular but as yet un-validated theory. The 

user can enter the assumed depth of the aerobic zone, which corresponds to the depth of 

maximum root penetration. Nitrification is assumed to occur in this zone while 

denitrification is assumed to be inhibited. The sediment interface is always considered 

aerobic. 

NITRIFICATION RATE CONSTANT 

Because Wild et al. (1971) presented only data with regard to the quantitative 

effects of temperature and pH on nitrification kinetics, numerical representations of the 

effect of each parameter were developed for the model. Linear regression of the data for a 

temperature range of 5 to 30°C yielded the equation: 

f(T) = 0.034686 * T — 0.062 (18) 

where T is temperature in °C and f(T) is % of the maximum rate as a function of 

temperature. The associated R squared value is 0.997. I applied linear regression to data 

for natural log of the % of maximum rate versus pH in the form of the classic Streeter- 

Phelps model. Wild et al. suspected that nitrification, as effected by pH, follows Streeter- 

Phelps kinetics. The resulting equation is: 
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f (pH) = 94-84) (19) 

where 6 is a parameter determined from the regression to be 2.341354, and f(pH) is % of 

maximum rate as a function of pH. The model predicts very conservative (under-predicts) 

percentage-of-maximum rate values. Conservative prediction is desired because there 

were only six points provided in the paper, so statistically significant fit is not possible. 

The value of R squared from the regression is 0.934. Comparison of predicted and 

reported values for both sub-models are presented in appendix B. 

Values for the nitrification rate can be determined by multiplying the value at 30°C 

and pH of 8.4 (the maximum rate, k,,,,) by f(T) and f(pH), such that the nitrification rate 

as a function of both temperature and pH is: 

kyu, (pH) = kia fC) E(PH)) (20) 

Reddy et al. (1976) reported a value of 6.67 Ug/cm*/day for kyy 4, at 28°C and pH of 5.6. 

This value is used with equations (18) through (20) to estimate the rate at 30°C and pH of 

8.4, to solve for the maximum rate of 79.43 j1g/cm*/day. 

THE QUANTITATIVE MODEL 

In the. equations presented in the following paragraphs, t represents time in 

seconds, x represents distance along the longitudinal axis of the wetland, with the origin at 

the wetland intake, and z represents the vertical distance, defined as positive up, with the 

origin corresponding to the bottom of the sediment layer at the wetland intake. Constant 

width is assumed for the wetland. 

In the model, the concentration of sediment is actually irrelevant. The 

concentration of organic material bound to the sediment particles is considered in this 

study. Because the transport and deposition of bound organic material is synonymous 

with the transport and deposition of sediment, transport and deposition of organic material 
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are modeled using equation (3). The organic nitrogen is subject to transformation to 

4, where every gram of organic material lost produces 0.05 grams of ammonium 

(Jackson, 1958). Therefore, the sediment-water interface is an additional source of 

ammonium to the wetland. The rate of transformation at the interface is modeled using 

equation (8). Particulate material which enters the wetland is assumed to settle onto the 

sediment-water interface. It is assumed that the thickness of the sediment layer remains 

constant throughout the simulation period. The reason for this is that the dynamics of 

settling are not known, i.e. how the sediment layer compacts as more sediment is added. 

The influent carries dissolved nutrients. The nutrients which are dissolved are 

modeled to move through the water body due to advection and horizontal and vertical 

diffusion. The sediment layer acts as a sink due to the microbially driven nutrient 

transformations which occur there. The resulting concentration differentials drive 

diffusion of the nutrients into the sediment. The equation for advective and diffusive 

movement of ammonium and nitrate in the water body is: 

aC...(t,x,z) + o[C...(t,x,z)* U(t,x)] _ 

ot Ox 

p{ 2 1C.--(t.x,2)] , O° 1C...(t,x,2)] 
(21) 

ox? 
az- 

  

  

where D is the apparent diffusivity. U(t,x) is horizontal velocity through the cross section 

of the wetland as a function of x. C... represents either the concentration of ammonium in 

mass per unit volume, Cy; 47 oF the concentration of nitrate, Cyo3: 

The sediment-water interface is not treated as a boundary, but rather as a 

discontinuity in the system. This means that additional terms are added to the advection- 

diffusion equation, defined for ammonium and nitrate and based on conditions in the 

sediment layer, to describe the transformations which occur in the sediment layer. There 
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is no horizontal velocity through the sediment so the advection term of equation (21) is 

removed. 

Equation (21), adapted for ammonium concentration in the sediment layer, 

accounts for ionic exchange of ammonium with soil particles, zero order reduction of 

ammonium due to nitrification, diffusion of ammonium from the water column, and zero 

order addition of ammonium due to mineralization of the organic nitrogen. The 

adaptation, based on work by Misra and Biggar (1974), is: 

  

O°Cyn,(b%.2) 0° Cyn, (tx,2) 
D 2 + 2 ~ Kyu, 

OCnHy (t,x,Z) _ Ox Oz 

at - (1+R) 
  (22) 

where ky, 1s the zero order rate constant for nitrification, determined using equation 

(20), and R is the distribution coefficient for equilibrium between solution ions and ions 

adsorbed to the sediment, based on the equilibrium isotherm s = Rc. In the relation, s 

represents the concentration of adsorbed ions, and c represents the concentration of 

solution ions. 

Equation (21), adapted for nitrate concentration in the sediment layer, accounts for 

diffusion from the water column, loss due to denitrification, and addition from the 

oxidation of ammonium. It is a combination of separate works on the mobility of nitrate 

in soil (equation 12, Misra and Biggar, 1974) and on the effect of pH, oxygen 

concentration, and temperature on denitrification (Focht, 1974): 

  

OCNo, (t, Xx, Z) 0°Cno; (t, X,Z) d°Cro; —NOghe "=D >———+ 
ot ox Oz 

(t,x,Z) 
5 — K x0, + 3.44 kn, (23) 

The value of kyy, is the same as for equation (22). The scalar term 3.44 adjusts the 

equivalence of 1 mole of NO, produced from 1 mole of NH, to a mass basis, based on 

the reaction for nitrification (Snoeyink and Jenkins, 1980): 
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NH,* +20, ~ NO, +H,0+2H* (24) 

The ratio of atomic weights of NO, to NH, is 3.44, meaning 1 gram of ammonium 

produces 3.44 grams of nitrate during oxidation. The value of kyo, is determined using a 

modification of the model presented by Focht (1974). A simplification is adopted to relate 

the oxygen concentration to the assumptions detailed about specification of the aerobic 

and anaerobic zones. In the aerobic zone, the oxygen concentration is assumed to be 

greater than 1 mg/L, whereas in the anaerobic zone, the oxygen concentration is assumed 

to be zero. In this manner, the functional effect of oxygen is constrained to an all or 

nothing operation. The pH and temperature of the sediment must be given at the start of 

simulation, and are assumed to remain constant throughout the simulation period. 

Boundary Conditions 

The location and meaning of equation parameters in the following discussion of 

boundary conditions are illustrated in figure 7. The slope of the left section of the pool is 

m,, the slope of the right section of the pool is m,. 

The physical boundary conditions for the dissolved nutrients in the wetland are: 

zero flux at the wetland surface and at the bottom, which is assumed to be an impermeable 

clay liner; uniform concentration at the wetland intake, where flow rate is a daily system 

input; and a constant concentration flux through the wetland outlet, where flow conditions 

are known, based on the steady state assumption. This ensures that conditions at the 

outlet do not affect the solution. The boundary conditions for ammonium and nitrate are 

as follows: 

at the surface: 

C(t, x,Z4) _ 
25 s 0 (25) 
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along the left boundary: 

C(t,0,z) = Co {z, <zs z,} 

dC(t,0,z) 
=0 {z) <z<z,} (26) 

Ox 

along the flat sections of the bottom: 

Xp SX SX AC(t, x, 2.) = 0 and AC(t, x, Zo) -9 1% 1 (27) 

Oz Oz XK, <XSXz 

between x, and x,: 

m, _OC(t,x,z) _ 1 OC(t,x,z) _ 
  

  

0 (28) 
ym, +1 ox ym, +1 oz 

and between x, and x,: 

m, dC(t,x,z) _ 1 OC(t,x,Z) _ 0 (29) 

ym+1 ox ym,7+1 oa 

Equations (28) and (29) define vectors normal to the sloping bottom sections. 

  

Along the right boundary: 

- + - + 
pee (t,x5,Z) —p2 (t,%5,2), dC (t,x5,Z) _ AC" (t,X<,Z) [2, <2 <2,} 

ox ox Ox ox 

ee =0 {2 <z<z;} (30) 
xX 

At the discontinuity of the system, the sediment-water interface, a physical 

constraint must be mathematically imposed. Because the diffusivities differ between the 

water and the sediment, a sharp discontinuity in flux would occur at the sediment-water 

interface. This is not physically possible in nature, so we must define: 

D oc (L%25) _ AC (t,x, Z3) 
1 

Oz az GD 
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where D, represents the diffusivity of the sediment and D, represents the diffusivity of the 

water. This forces the flux of nutrients approaching the discontinuity through the water 

and through the sediment to be equal. At the horizontal sections of the system, equation 

(31) is sufficient, while the following equations are required to impose the constraint 

between x, and x,: 

  

  

D m, oC (t,x,z) _p 1 OC (t,x,z) _ 

fm? +1 Ox  fm,? +1 Oz 

32 
p,m OC" XZ) 1 OC" (t,x, 2) ©?) 
 m,? +1 ox * fm,? +1 dz 

and between x, and x,: 

p,m OC (t,x,zZ) _ D 1 OC" (t,x,z) _ 

jm,’ +1 ox ym, +1 oz (33) 

m, dC“(t%,2) py 1 oC (t,x,z) 

ymz+1 ox *\m?2+1 2% 

Equations (32) and (33) define vectors normal to the sloping discontinuity sections. 

D, 

For equation (3), it is difficult to impose physical boundary conditions to the 

system. Instead, I use logic to impose numerical constraints at the boundaries which 

represent what I know to be true about the physical system. The concentration at the inlet 

is known at all times so the representation is the same as for the nutrients, using equation 

(26). Also, at the outlet, the same constant flux condition, equation (30), may be applied. 

At the water surface, the concentration of sediment is effectively zero at all times because 

each particle is modeled to settle due to gravity. Just beneath the sediment-water 

interface, the concentration of sediment is also zero, since it is physically impossible for a 
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particle to settle below the interface. These two constraints are imposed numerically in 

the solution technique, is be addressed in a later section. 

Model Solution Methodology 

The equations comprising the model are solved using centered divided differences. 

Divided differences provide an efficient solution technique because of the ease of 

implementation and comprehension (Ladipus and Pinder, 1982). Centered divided 

differencing is a method to estimate derivatives obtained by subtracting an expanded 

backward difference Taylor series from a forward Taylor series expansion. The backward 

expansion can be represented by: 

f(x,_1)=f(x,)-f' (x,)h¢ Sn? Op (34) 

where h represents x, _,-x;. The forward expansion can be represented by: 

F xian) = £05) +f (x) Pp? (35) 

where h represents x,, ,-x;. Subtraction of equation (35) from equation (34) yields: 

_ f(xi41) —f£(%_)) 2 oh + O(h”) (36) f' (x; ) 

for a first derivative approximation and addition of equation (35) and (34) yields: 

f(x.) -—2f(x,) + £(«_,) 32 + O(h’) (37)   f'(x,) = 

for a second derivative. The term Oth?) represents the summation of the remainder of the 

terms resulting from the subtraction of equation (35) from equation (34). The term is the 

truncation error associated with the formula approximation and is of the order h*. This 

may be interpreted to mean that for every halving of the step size h, the truncation error is 

quartered. 
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Finite difference methods are efficient methods of numerical solution for 

rectangular domains. The marsh/pool section shown in figure 2 is clearly not a rectangular 

domain. Therefore, in order to utilize a divided difference scheme, the physical domain 

space of the wetland must be transformed into a rectangular solution domain. I developed 

a methodology to be implemented with the computer program based on the assumed 

general shape of the wetland. The physical domain and the solution domain are shown in 

figure 6. The lower diagram shows individual sections of the physical space, while the 

upper diagram shows the same sections in the transformed space. 

The dimension variables for the physical domain are x and z, while the dimension 

variables for the solution space are 1) and €. The physical spaces of the pool sections are 

squeezed while the thickness of the sediment layer and the length of the system are 

maintained. Therefore, n = x for all points in both spaces. The symbolic transformation 

may be accomplished by allowing: 

CA(N,§) = C(x(m,§),2(1, §)) (38) 

where C4(n,€) represents concentration in the solution space, and then using the chain 

rule to obtain the first and second derivatives for the transformed space variables. A 2 by 

2 matrix is created for the first and second derivatives of C4(n,€) with respect to n and €, 

which may be inverted and solved for the first and second derivatives of C(x,z) with 

respect to x and z. The complete symbolic transformation and all physical transformation 

equations and derivatives are presented in appendix C. The solutions for the first 

derivatives are: 

  

  

dC(x,z) _ dC(n,&) 9C(n,§) =< = - S/S (39) 
Ox on 0& dn/ dé 

dC(x,z) _ dC(n, §) le (40) 

dz 0€ dé 
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The solutions for the second derivatives are: 

  

  

OC2(x,z) _ aC2(n,E)_ aC?(n,£)((dz Y [faz (41) 
ox? ss? oe? dn dé 

#C(x,z)  ¥C(n, dz) 
se 3 aly (se) | ” 
The derivatives of z with respect to & are solved analytically based on the 

dimensions of the physical system. The solutions are then substituted into each equation 

and boundary condition of the physical space wherever a first or second order derivative 

term occurs. The resulting equations describe the transformed rectangular space, and can 

be solved using a divided difference scheme. 

I decided to use a splitting technique called Alternating Direction Implicit (ADI) as 

the numerical scheme. The scheme requires minimal computer storage, and is quite 

accurate (Ladipus and Pinder, 1982). The method is a variation on the classic Crank- 

Nicholson implicit approximation. The Crank-Nicholson technique is second order 

accurate in time and space and guarantees stability. However, in two spatial dimensions, 

the technique leads to the solution of n x m simultaneous equations, which becomes 

burdensome due to storage and required computational time. Stability in a scheme means 

that as the numerical solution proceeds with respect to time, errors are not amplified but 

attenuated. For some finite difference schemes, stability is attained by constraining a ratio 

of the time step and spatial step (conditional stability). —The ADI method is unconditionally 

stable. The method is an efficient means for solving systems in two-dimensional space 

because tridiagonal interaction matrices are generated. 

The term "splitting technique" refers to approaches where calculations are 

advanced alternately in individual spatial planes. For a time step of At, solutions are first 
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obtained for each mesh point along each column of an n x m system, where an algebraic 

system of finite difference equations along each column is solved simultaneously 

(implicitly for At/2). The information from each adjacent point along the row at each 

column mesh point is used to create explicit elements for the right hand side vector. The 

right hand side vector represents the system at ty, considered the time of initialization. 

Then, solutions are obtained for each mesh point along each row of the system, where the 

finite difference equations along each row are solved simultaneously (implicitly for At). 

The information from each adjacent point along the column at each row mesh point is 

used to create explicit elements for the right hand side vector. The right hand side vector 

represents the system at t,+At/2. 

A simple ADI representation of a standard parabolic equation follows. The 

derivation is taken from Chapra and Canale (1988). Given a standard parabolic equation 

where k may be any arbitrary constant: 

    

oT(xy,t) _,| 9 THy,t) , OT y,t) (43) 
at dy” ax” 

which is typically called the heat equation. For the first step, equation (43) is 

approximated implicitly in the y direction at each column mesh point by: 

1+1/2 1 1+1/2 14+I1/2 1+1/2 ! 

  

I l 

ij Tj _ Tie i 27; j + Thy j qT, jl 27; j + qT, j-l (44) 

At/2 (Ay) (Ax)° 

which may be simplified assuming that Ax = Ay to: 

ATH? + 2+ ANT? - ATI? = ATi ig +20 ANT, FAT (45) 

where A = kAt/(Ax)*. A tridiagonal system of equations is created for each column. The 

right side of equation (45) reduces to one term since all of the values of T are known at 
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time 1. The system of equations is solved simultaneously. Equation (43) is then 

approximated implicitly in the x direction for each row mesh point by: 

  

141 41/2 1+1/2 1+1 1+1 

T.. -T" ai; 7274 tT, 7,4, 7273 tT, 
1,J i, _ i+l,j 1,J 1-l,j 1,j+1 1,J 1,j-1 (46) 

At/2 (Ay)” (Ax)? 

which may be simplified to: 

AT FIU+ATF -AT FG = AT +20 -AVT FY? +AT (47) 

A tridiagonal system of equations is created for each row. The right side of 

equation (47) reduces to one term since all the values of T at time 1 + 1/2 were solved in 

the previous step. 

Model Operation 

For a simulation trial, the user enters system dimensions, assumed aerobic layer 

thickness for the vegetated section of the wetland, and temperature T(z) and pH for the 

sediment layer. Temperature, pH, and oxygen dependent rate constants are computed. 

All of the spatially varying system parameters then have solutions corresponding to the 

nodal points in the finite differencing solution grid. Equations (4), (5), and (6) are solved 

to determine each discrete particle class settling velocity. Simulation begins, and 

equations (3), (7), (11), and (12) are solved simultaneously at each mesh point, based on 

the nodal parameters and the input boundary condition for each equation as specified by 

the user. 

The user must enter the grid coordinates designating the different wetland areas 

because it is not required that the grid correlate directly with the physical wetland-area 

transition coordinates. Physical transition points may lie between solution space grid 

points. 
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Specifically, the user must enter: 

1. 

10. 

The exact system dimensions including (figure 6): x,, Xj, X3, X4, Xs, Zg, Z), 

Z3, and Z, ((X,Z,) is the default origin of the system) in cm. 

The mathematical (dz/dx) slopes of the pool sides m, and m,. 

The depth of the sediment layer aerobic zone in cm. 

The temperature and pH of the system. 

The number of discrete particle sizes and the diameter (in meters) and 

specific gravity of each. 

The mesh (spatial step) size in cm. 

The grid coordinates corresponding to x,, X, X34, X4, X5» Zp, Z}, Z3, and Z,. 

The diffusivity (cm/sec) of both ammonium and nitrate in both water and 

the sediment layer, the wetland soil (sediment layer) bulk density (g/cm), 

and a value for R, the distribution coefficient (equation 11). 

The initial and inlet boundary concentrations of bound-organic nitrogen 

and dissolved ammonium and nitrate, and daily volumetric flow rate. 

The time step and length of simulation in seconds. 
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CHAPTER I 

MODEL RESULTS 

INITIAL NUMERICAL RESULTS 

A more thorough literature review of solution techniques for hyperbolic equations 

would have revealed that implicit divided difference schemes do not provide the best 

solution. Equation (3) was initially solved using the ADI scheme. The overall results 

were completely unsuitable; there were oscillations between positive and negative 

concentrations in the water body with no apparent consistency. I decided to evaluate the 

solution in one dimension only, considering the settling velocity to be effectively zero. 

This was done because I knew that the boundary conditions at the inlet and outlet were 

actual physical representations. The boundary conditions at the top and bottom of the 

wetland were considerably more difficult to represent, and I initially suspected that they 

may be causing the problem. Equation (3) became: 

oC(t,x) ; o(U(x)C(t,x)) 

ot ox 
  =0 (48) 

The new equation was evaluated for a simple horizontal channel with zero bottom slope 

so that U(x) = U and the transformation derivatives were zero. Application of central 

divided differences to equation (48) in an implicit manner yielded: 

KU Git + ci! _ kU at _ Ci (49) 

2h j 2h 
j-l jel 

where k is At, and h is Ax, with the boundary conditions the same as previously defined in 

equations (26) and (30), represented in difference form as: 

C_,=G (50) 

where in this case Cy represents the known concentration at the inlet, and: 

Ca Cnet = Cat ~ Cm Coat = 2Cm — Cm , (50) 
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where m is the number of mesh points along the wetland length. The solution to equation 

(48) is shown in figure 8 at time = 200 s for U = 0.4 cm/s, k = 5 s, and h = 5 cm, with the 

analytical solution superimposed. The figure shows what is termed a shock wave 

(LeVeque, 1992) moving through the system. Notice the spurious oscillations in the 

numerical solution. These effects are called upwind or upstream effects because they 

occur upstream of the wave front. 

A stable numerical solution will generate a close fit to the analytical solution of 

equation (48), but there will always be some form of distortion because the true analytical 

solution is not smooth, but rather piecewise continuous, meaning that the solution 

derivatives are not continuous. Derivation of equation (48) assumes that there are 

continuous spatial derivatives of concentration at all points in the physical domain 

(LeVeque, 1992). Because there are not, equation (48) approximates a mass balance on a 

control volume in the physical system, but is not physically fundamental. Therefore, one 

must select a scheme such that the errors in the numerical approximation are not 

compounded when expanding in two dimensions. 

When equation (48) is modified to represent a solution in the z direction, with the 

spatial partial derivative with respect to x replaced by a spatial partial derivative with 

respect to z, and the horizontal velocity replaced by the settling velocity, the numerical 

solution along a depth profile behaves in a similar manner; concentration oscillates around 

zero at depths above the settling wave. Figure 9 shows sediment concentration in a 

vertical column in the water body for a uniform initial suspension, where the settling 

velocity is 2.77 cm/sec. Notice the upwind oscillations. The summation of oscillation 

effects are assumed to be causing the unacceptable numerical results to equation (3) when 

solved in two dimensions, because as the sediment particles settle out the true solution 
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Figure 8. ADI (alternating direction implicit) method prediction of sediment concentration 

(numerical and analytical) at 200 seconds versus distance along wetland, zero initial 

concentration, uniform boundary loading, U (horizontal velocity) = 0.4 cm/sec 
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Figure 9. ADI prediction of sediment concentration versus depth for uniform initial 

concentration, V (settling velocity) = 2.77 cm/sec 
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approaches zero, but the numerical representation oscillates around zero between positive 

and negative values. 

The ADI scheme was developed for and has been validated for use with parabolic 

equations. Equation (7) is a parabolic equation, but, as the horizontal velocity U greatly 

exceeds the diffusivity D, the behavior of equation (7) approaches the behavior of 

equation (48). Therefore, the same trend is observed in the numerical solution of equation 

(7) when solved using ADI. Figure 10 shows a numerical solution for nitrate 

concentration obtained for a simple horizontal channel, where U = 0.4 cm/s, and D = 10° 

cm’/s. The plot of concentration with respect to distance along the wetland closely 

resembles that observed in figure 8. The wavefront has not advanced as far into the 

wetland as the wavefront observed in figure 8. The second order terms smooth out the 

wave front. Also, some of the nutrients are assumed to have diffused into the sediment 

layer. When modeling a wave of nutrients being flushed out of the system by imposing 

zero concentration of nutrients at the wetland inlet, where U greatly exceeds D, there are 

oscillations around zero upstream of the wave (figure 11). The negative concentrations 

affect the behavior of nutrient diffusion in the sediment layer, leading to inaccuracy in the 

overall results. The oscillations tend to become significant as U becomes greater than D 

by one order of magnitude. Therefore, I decided that another scheme was required to 

solve equation (3), and that equation (7) had to be modified, so that a user would not be 

constrained to keep U within an order of magnitude of D. 

LeVeque (1992) presented a scheme for equation (48) called the one-sided or 

upwind method, which does not produce the oscillations observed in figure 8. The 

scheme is explicit; solutions are computationally much easier to attain, because no systems 

of linear equations are produced. The scheme, when applied to equation (3), including 
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Figure 10. ADI prediction of nitrate concentration at 200 seconds versus distance along 

wetland, zero initial concentration, uniform boundary loading, U = 0.4 cm/sec, D = 10° 
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transformation derivatives, produces an equation which may be solved pointwise for every 

point in the solution domain: 

kU. kU. . 

1,J 1,J h 1 1 h i+] 

  

  

h  h \d&J} h(dz/dé) rh 

This method is stable and hence convergent for: 

o<* U-U az + v <1 (50) 
h de) dz/dg} 

where the subscript max refers to the maximum combination of the terms in parenthesis in 

the solution domain. The derivation of the stability constraint is discussed in LeVeque 

(1992). 

The nodal differences are also applied to U(x) in the upwind method. This is 

because equation (3) 1s kept in conservation form with the term: 

o(U(x)C(t,x,z)) 

  

51 a (31) 

which may not be expanded into: 

ox 

dU(x). , ; , 
because is not smooth in the physical domain of the wetland for all x. Therefore, 

one has to apply the difference scheme to the product (U(x)C(t,x,z)). Figure 12 shows the 

analytical solution superimposed over the numerical solution for a one dimensional case, 

using the same parameters as in the solution shown in figure 8. 

I concluded that equation (49) gives a satisfactory solution to equation (3). The 

boundary condition at the inlet is the same, and ‘dummy’ concentrations are defined to be 

zero for mesh points corresponding to just above the water surface and just beneath the 

sediment-water interface, so that sediment particles are not modeled to settle beneath the 
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interface. Dummy concentrations are concentrations at mesh points which are out of the 

solution domain space, but may still affect the solution. The horizontal velocity is defined 

to be zero along the interface, so equation (49) applied to the interface becomes: 

kV _ ~lkopp *At 
Cl =Cij+ = Gini - cal _ eon ; (53) 

Equation (53) accounts for loss due to mineralization. Mineralization is assumed to occur 

only at the interface. The rate constant is determined using equation (9). 

Equation (7) was modified so that when U significantly exceeds D, oscillations are 

not observed. The term: 

o(U(x)C(t,x,z)) 

ox 

in equation (7) is handled explicitly in a manner identical to that of equation (49), while 

the ADI method is applied to the second-order terms. Nitrate concentration, computed in 

this manner, along the length of the wetland is shown in figure 13. Oscillations do not 

appear in the solution in contrast to the results shown in figure 10. 

It was not known initially whether the hybrid method would be convergent. A 

convergent method provides solutions which converge to the true solution as the spatial 

step and time step are refined toward zero. LeVeque (1992) states that in order for a 

method to be convergent it must be consistent and stable. A method is consistent if the 

local truncation error at every point in the solution domain approaches zero as the mesh 

and time step are refined toward zero. Proof that the method is consistent is presented in 

appendix D. The ADI method is unconditionally stable, and the explicit method is stable 

for: 

0<—<]l (54) 
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Figure 13. Hybrid ADI/Upwind method prediction of nitrate concentration at 200 seconds 

versus distance along wetland, zero initial concentration, uniform boundary loading, U = 
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It was assumed that as long as the stability constraint of equation (54) was maintained, 

stability would be achieved. Computational results indicate that the method is stable. 

Therefore, the new method was implemented for the advection-diffusion equation for both 

ammonium and nitrate. All of the solution domain equations represented with spatial 

transformations in divided differences format are presented in appendix E. 

VERIFICATION RESULTS 

Verification of a model entails that the model creators tested the complete model 

and are certain that all components of the model work as intended. A verified model may 

not generate acceptable predictions of the modeled real world entity, it simply has 

captured the knowledge of the human modelers as intended, without any error in the 

translation from the modelers' knowledge to the model format. Validation of a model 

entails that model behavioral prediction of some real world entity compared with actual 

data collected from that real world entity are within some confidence bounds. That is, the 

verified representation of the modelers' qualitative knowledge produces quantitative 

results that highly resemble real world quantitative data. 

Because NPS wetlands are a new application that have been implemented only in 

limited situations, data are not available on the SCS wetland structures for nitrogen. 

Therefore, all that can be done, pertaining to the second objective of this research, is 

model verification and surface validation. Surface validation is used to determine whether 

the behavior of the individual species was in accordance with qualitative theory. Several 

different scenarios were evaluated so that behavior of the different dynamics of the model 

could be observed and compared with expectations based on qualitative theory. The 

scenarios are: 
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No flow, uniform initial concentration of ammonium, and zero initial concentration of 

nitrate and bound organic nitrogen; system at 30° C. 

No flow, uniform initial concentration of ammonium and nitrate, and zero initial 

concentration of bound organic nitrogen; system at 30° C. 

No flow, uniform initial concentration of ammonium and nitrate, and zero initial 

concentration of bound organic nitrogen; system at 20° C. 

Flow of 40 cm?/sec, zero initial concentration of bound organic nitrogen, ammonium, 

and nitrate, and constant boundary concentration of bound organic nitrogen, 

ammonium, and nitrate; system at 30° C. 

Flow of 40 cm?/sec, zero initial concentration of bound organic nitrogen, ammonium, 

and nitrate, zero boundary concentration of ammonium, and constant boundary 

concentration of bound organic nitrogen and nitrate; system at 30° C. 

Flow of 40 cm?/sec, zero initial concentration of bound organic nitrogen, ammonium, 

and nitrate, zero boundary concentration of nitrate, and constant boundary 

concentration of bound organic nitrogen and ammonium; system at 30° C. 

All cases were evaluated for a pH of 7; varying pH was not investigated because of 

the dearth of qualitative information in the literature regarding overall pH effects. The 

aerobic region of the sediment was taken as 10 cm thick. Diffusivities were 107 cm2/sec 

in the water and 10° cm?/sec in the sediment for both ammonium and nitrogen. All cases 

were evaluated at two hours (7200 seconds) simulated time, with a time step of 5 seconds, 

and a mesh size of 5 centimeters. The wetland marsh was taken to be 30 by 30 meters 
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(length by width), as was the pond, for an overall system length of 60 meters. The 

sediment layer was 45 cm thick, and the depth of the nominal flow through the marsh was 

45 cm. The pond had 3:1 side slopes and the maximum depth was 2.5 meters. The 

physical dimensions were selected according to SCS specifications. Each simulation took 

just over 4 minutes when run on a Cray C90 at Vicksburg, Mississippi through Virginia 

Tech's Interdisciplinary Center for Applied Mathematics ICAM). The simulations were 

costly in actual expense of user time allocated to ICAM. Therefore, we are limited in the 

number of scenarios we may depict. 

The figures which are referenced in the following sections show the apparent 

physical space of the wetland. The figures were produced using software and printing 

equipment at ICAM. The actual system appears much longer and thinner; the presented 

horizontal to vertical ratio has been distorted. This was done so that the figures could be 

presented on standard paper in a format where one could observe the color patterns in 

different sections of the space. Figure 14 shows the different sections of the physical 

system with dimensions used for the simulations to give an orientation as to the location of 

the sediment-water interface and aerobic and anaerobic zones. The figure is not to scale. 

The physical boundaries could not be superimposed on the concentration plots. In the 

following figures the concentration distribution of bound organic nitrogen, ammonium, or 

nitrate is shown over the physical domain of the wetland, where the magnitude of 

concentration in space is represented by a color. 

The first scenario was conducted to verify that the physical areas of specie 

transformation in the wetland are represented by the model and affect spatial distribution 

of both ammonium and nitrate concentrations. There was no flow for this scenario; initial 

concentration of ammonium was 1 g/cm’, and initial concentrations of bound organic 

nitrogen and nitrate were 0 g/cm’. The inlet boundary condition was set to 0 g/cm’ for 
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all nitrogen species. The results (figure 15) indicate that, after two hours, the 

concentration of ammonium has begun to diminish in the aerobic section of the marsh 

sediment and along the sediment-water interface. Just barely evident in the upper left 

corner is drawdown of ammonium from the water body. This corresponds to the wetland 

inlet where ammonium concentration is zero. The drawdown demonstrates that the 

aerobic sediment layer is exerting gradient pressure on the dissolved ammonium ions in the 

water body. Correlated with ammonium removal is the appearance of nitrate observable 

in figure 16. The bright band in the left section represents the greatest concentration of 

nitrate. This corresponds to the aerobic sediment region of the marsh. There are dark 

color bands above the bright band. This represents diffusion of the newly produced nitrate 

into the water body, where concentration is zero. There are no dark bands under the 

bright band because the generated nitrate which diffuses away from the aerobic region is 

subject to denitrification in the anaerobic sediment. 

Along the sediment-water interface in the pool, there is also generation of nitrate. 

The color distribution should be uniform along the entire interface, but is not. This is 

assumed to be due to error introduced by the two dimensional normal vector physical 

constraint imposed at the discontinuity along the sloping sections. Along the flat sections 

of the discontinuity, it was a simple matter to numerically impose the physical constraint 

and incorporate it into the ADI scheme, because it could be written in one dimension. The 

numerical representation and incorporation into the ADI scheme of ionic diffusion across 

the discontinuity in the sloping sections are different than that of the flat sections. The 

constraint had to be written in two dimensions, but split spatially into implicit and explicit 

sections in accordance with the ADI method, as explained earlier. Appendix E details the 

complexity of the numerical representation along the discontinuity. It is assumed that 

ionic flux through the sloping sections of the discontinuity is numerically represented at a 
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slightly different rate than ionic flux though the flat sections, because of the selected 

numerical method. Inspection of the output files reveals concentrations well within one 

order of magnitude along the discontinuity for both ammonium and nitrate, so the error 

introduced by the numerical representation is small. 

The second and third scenarios were conducted to investigate temperature effects. 

In both scenarios, the initial concentrations of both nitrate and ammonium were | g/cm? , 

there was no flow, and the inlet boundary concentrations were 0 ug/cem®. In the second 

scenario, temperature was 30°C, in the third scenario temperature was 20°C. One would 

expect less removal of ammonium and less generation of nitrate in the aerobic sediment 

and along the sediment-water interface, and less removal of nitrate in the anaerobic 

sediment for the lower temperature. Comparison of figure 17 with figure 19 reveals no 

apparent difference due to temperature for the removal of ammonium. However, 

comparison of figure 18 with figure 20 reveals that more denitrification occurs at 30°C 

than at 20°C. Also, more nitrate is generated at 30°C than at 20° C. Therefore, one must 

conclude that there is more ammonium removal at 30°C because only the oxidation of 

ammonium generates nitrate. Variability of the nitrification rate as a function of 

temperature was verified independently during testing of the model components. There is 

not enough difference in concentration to be observable between the two ammonium 

figures after two hours. This is probably because of the vast difference in total volume of 

aerobic sediment to anaerobic sediment. The sediment-water interface is infinitesimally 

thin, and the aerobic region only 10 cm thick; there is far more anaerobic sediment. A 

longer simulation time would reveal temperature effects on ammonium. 

The next three scenarios involve flow conditions. The volumetric flow rate was 40 

cm?/sec which causes a nominal velocity of 0.89 cm/sec through the marsh. Temperature 

was 30°C. Initial concentrations were all 0 g/cm’. 
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Figure 21 shows the sediment wave profile. The figure shows only the water body 

and sediment-water interface, because that is the physical domain of the transported 

particles. The discrete particle diameter is 0.005 mm, with a corresponding settling 

velocity of 0.0022 cm/sec. A small diameter particle was selected to ensure that some 

sediment would reach the pool section of the system, allowing wave behavior over a large 

portion of the system to be observed. Accumulation of sediment along the sediment-water 

interface is visible in figure 21. The concentration of deposited material is greatest at the 

inlet, and tapers off gradually further from the inlet. The suspended particle concentration 

is reduced as the sediment travels through the marsh, evinced by the darker band along the 

water surface. As the wave reaches the pool, the horizontal velocity is reduced 

considerably, which causes the aggregation in concentration in the pool. The water body 

acts with gradually increasing resistance as the velocity decreases. Particles entering the 

pool are pushed into the region of velocity transition at a faster rate than they can settle. 

Particles are, however, observed to be settling down into the pool. This behavior meets 

all qualitative expectations established in the theoretical model. The sediment wave 

behavior is the same for scenarios 4, 5, and 6; advection and settling velocity parameters 

are maintained constant. 

Figure 22 shows an ammonium wave moving through the system. The wave does 

not reach as far into the pool as the wave observed for sediment transport (figure 21). 

This is due to some of the ions diffusing into the sediment, as well as ionic diffusivity in 

the water body, smoothing out the advection-dominant profile. This behavior completely 

meets expectations. In addition, the aggregation is at the surface and occupies less space 

than the sediment aggregation. The same behavior is observed for nitrate (figure 23), 

except that the ammonium concentration is greater in the aggregation than the nitrate 

concentration. This is due to the fact that the first order time derivative of ammonium 
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concentration in the sediment is divided by 1 + R, to account for the equilibrium isotherm 

(equation 22). In these cases, R = 1, therefore the rate of concentration change in the 

sediment is effectively halved (half of the ammonium ions which diffuse into the sediment 

are bound to soil particles via cation exchange). Also, there is a greater volume of 

anaerobic sediment where denitrification occurs, which exerts a larger gradient pressure 

on the concentration of dissolved nitrate than that exerted on dissolved ammonium. This 

hypothesis is in agreement with that proffered for the difference between ammonium and 

nitrate concentration removal at different temperatures. 

Figure 24 shows results of scenario 5 where ammonium was 0 pg/cm/at the inlet. 

The very low concentrations observed along the sediment-water interface are the result of 

mineralization of deposited organic material. Mineralization is the slowest procedure 

considered in the model. The distribution of ammonium (greatest at the inlet and tapering 

off) correlates well with the deposition of sediment along the interface observed in figure 

21. There are definitely non-zero concentrations occurring, because the Cray C90 returns 

concentrations, which are known to be zero, on the order of 107°. Also evident is a 

minute amount of diffusion of ammonium into the water body, evinced by a thin blue band 

above the interface and extending into the pool. The blue band is almost non-existent 

beneath the interface because of the aerobic region where ammonium is oxidized. Figure 

25 shows the concentration of nitrate, which is just a little less through the entire system 

than that shown in figure 22. This is because there is much less ammonium being oxidized 

to nitrate; no ammonium is entering the system. 

The ammonium wave (figure 26) is identical to that shown in figure 22. Figure 27 

shows results for scenario 6 where the inlet concentration of nitrate is 0 

ig/cem>. Ammonium diffused into the aerobic sediment layer and oxidized to nitrate. 

There is also a trace of dissolved nitrate ions diffusing away from the interface into the 
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water body. The distribution of nitrate correlates well with logical expectations, that the 

greatest concentration occurs near the inlet and tapers off further from the inlet. Because 

the ammonium wave first passes over the sediment layer near the inlet, a greater amount 

of ammonium diffuses into the sediment layer near the inlet. The ammonium which 

diffuses into the sediment is oxidized to nitrate. 

The scenarios were chosen to test the qualitative theories derived from the 

literature and to confirm that the model behavior meets expectations. The figures show 

that the transport and deposition of sediment particles is sound, that the deposited material 

mineralizes to ammonium, and that the advection-diffusion of the dissolved ions is 

modeled appropriately. The varying spatial regions of the wetland affect nutrient 

concentration as expected, and it is clear that there is diffusion of the nutrients across the 

sediment-water body discontinuity as well as through the sediment layer. 

A long term simulation was conducted in an attempt to determine trapping 

efficencies of the modeled system. The behavior of the system at the the upslope near the 

wetland outlet indicates that the boundary condition at the upslope discontinuity is 

inadequate. The hyperbolic sediment equation models settling onto the discontinuity in a 

vertical direction, because it was feasible to specify a non-physical vertical boundary 

condition, as explained in a previous section. At the upslope, the horizontal velocity field 

carries suspended particles into direct contact with the sediment-water interface. There is 

no known way to account for two-dimensional settling vectors, and no known way to 

consider a physical two-dimensional boundary condition. The problem may be avoided if 

one specifies the outlet boundary within the flat bottom of the pool. This is not an 

accurate representation of the NPS wetland system, however. 

The physical system is very long and narrow; there is an enormous length to 

thickness ratio (60:1 for the marsh section). As a result, using a square mesh may lead to 
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Storage problems during solution. Because there are many dynamics occurring through a 

physical vertical section, a fine mesh must be used in the vertical direction in the solution 

domain. It is not known whether such detail must be captured along a longitudinal 

section. This should be resolved; so that one does not have to define so many mesh points 

in the solution domain, possibly by using a small step size in the vertical direction and a 

larger step size in the longitudinal direction. Currently, the model requires considerable 

omputing time, 30:1 simulated time:real time, on a supercomputer. Computing time must 

be significantly reduced to improve the practicality of the model. 
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CHAPTER IV 

CONCLUSION 

MODEL LIMITATIONS 

The greatest limitation to the model is the non-physical boundary condition at the 

upslope near the wetland outlet. This must be resolved for long term simulation. In 

addition, several conceptual and operational limitations of the model abstract model 

predictions from real world situations. Operational limitations represent simplifications of 

existing knowledge, knowledge which could be represented by the model but is not 

because of the difficulty. The assumption of steady state hydrology is an operational 

limitation which greatly simplifies the methodology because it removes dynamic 

boundaries. This simplification is based on the assumption that the upstream components 

of the SCS system are working as intended, and that flow to the wetland is steady and 

predominantly horizontal. However, in reality, there will be fluctuating water levels due 

to evapotranspiration and the nature of precipitation events. In a real system, there will 

also be vertical and lateral velocity fields due to fluid mixing, rather than just a single 

advection component. The degree of water level fluctuation and fluid mixing will vary 

depending on how well the upstream components work in accordance with design. 

Obviously, sediment which settles out of the water column will cause an 

accumulation and change in thickness of the sediment layer. Because it is assumed that 

the sediment layer remains at a constant thickness (an operational simplification), the user 

should not simulate time periods of length such that, in reality, an appreciable change in 

thickness would occur. However, it 1s again assumed that the pre-wetland control 

structures detailed in the SCS system description work as intended, and that the bulk of 
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the sediment carried by the runoff will not reach the wetland. This should minimize the 

error associated with the constant thickness constraint. 

The remaining limitations are conceptual limitations. In reality, temperature and 

oxygen distributions in wetlands are subject to both relatively minor daily fluctuation and 

major seasonal fluctuation. Both parameters affect the behavior of the wetland microbes 

involved with cycling nitrogen. Therefore, length of simulation should correspond to real 

time periods of relatively constant water temperature and DO distributions, i.e. one or two 

months. Higgins (1992) showed that temperature and DO in the marsh/pond area of the 

SCS system were fairly uniform over the entire depth profile for samples taken in summer 

months. 

The pH of a natural system is certain to not be spatially homogenous (Wild et al., 

1971). Because ammonium is a weak acid, oxidation of ammonium is dependent on pH, 

and high concentrations of ammonium can actually affect pH. It is conceivable that a 

physically-based pH model could be constructed, but it would probably exceed the 

complexity of this model. In the future, one may be able to use probability methods 

derived from data of pH in wetland sediment to predict a spatial pH distribution. These 

data have not yet been collected. Therefore, uniform sediment pH is assumed in this 

model. Availability of carbon is another issue pertinent to denitrification (Focht, 1974), 

since the responsible microorganisms are heterotrophic. The carbon requirement is known 

qualitatively but not quantitatively, so one must assume that in a healthy system, carbon is 

available, i.e. not limiting to the denitrifiers. 

At this time, the model is constrained to use values for constants which are 

published in the literature. Many of the soil parameters and microbial rate constants 

associated with the individual equations were determined for soil types which differ from 

submodel to submodel. There appears to be no other option, however, than to 
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amalgamate the individual parameters. This is a limitation which will only be abated when 

research is conducted on the individual processes occurring in a constructed wetland 

environment under identical experimental conditions. This will establish homogeneity of 

parameters with respect to the same system. 

Finally, the effects of wetland hydrophytes are not accounted for in the model 

because these effects have not been quantified. However, qualitative theories abound 

about hydrophyte effects such as the creation of aerobic regions in the sediment layer 

where nitrification is assumed to occur, and it is most probable that a plant component 

would increase correlation of predicted results with real world data. Also, in a real 

system, not all plants would be fully established specimens, some would be growing at an 

appreciable rate, and some would die off. Hydrophytes that die decompose and release 

nitrogen to the system. At this time, there is simply no way to incorporate any plant 

effects, other than the assumption of a distinct aerobic layer in the sediment as described in 

the model development section. I believe that lack of quantitative methods to account for 

hydrophyte effects pose the greatest limitation to the model. 

FUTURE WORK 

The numerical scheme must be altered to account for the upslope in the sediment- 

water interface. A boundary condition must be specified along the discontinuity that 

governs the physical behavior of particles and ions as they approach the upslope, so that 

the entire physical domain is accounted for. 

The model has been implemented in Fortran in a logical framework. Each 

individual process has been verified, and the entire integrated model has been verified. 

Integration with the ANSWERS model, or some other NPS pollution prediction model, 

could be provided to allow input simulation and trial simulations to be conducted on a 
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long term continuous basis. When wetland nitrogen data become available, the model 

should be subject to validation by using specific wetland dimensions and conditions as 

model parameters during simulation. The actual effluent values should be compared with 

results from model simulation trials. Validation should be performed as soon as data 

become available. 

If the upstream SCS control structures do not tend to work as intended, it may 

become necessary to remove the operational limitations imposed by the simplifying 

assumptions of upstream control. The hydrologic component of the model would have to 

be modified for dynamic variable flow. This would entail expanding the velocity field in 

two or even three dimensions, and accounting for turbulence and bottom scouring. 

There are many things about the model which can be improved with time as 

knowledge becomes available. As quantitative knowledge is attained regarding the 

conceptual limitations of the model, that knowledge should be implemented within the 

overall framework. Research on actual constructed wetlands can serve to validate effects 

of temperature, pH, and available-carbon distribution. Physical process models may be 

created, but it may be more feasible to use probabilistic methods. Since those parameters 

affect the rate of microbial activity, it may be more feasible to use Monte-Carlo simulation 

to determine rate constants on a daily basis based on simulated spatial and temporal 

distributions of the parameters. In this fashion, the model may be considered to be 

stochastic rather than deterministic. The effect of hydrophytes needs to be thoroughly 

investigated to replace incomplete knowledge about the extent of the rhizosphere. The 

model may be modified depending on what parameters (if any) affect hydrophyte oxygen 

transport to the sediment. Such parameters may include daily temperature and stage of 

plant growth. It may become advisable to expand the model into three dimensions to 

account for the spatial variability of the hydrophytes. 
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PRACTICAL MODEL APPLICATIONS 

Pending validation, potential uses for this model include testing system nitrogen 

removal efficiency as a function of different loading rates and different system dimensions. 

A range of system dimension and load profile combinations could be simulated to 

determine optimal system size for various loadings. The results could be compiled and 

used to determine size based on estimated loading rates or desired removal efficiency for 

an integrated NPS management plan where installation of a constructed wetland is 

considered. Efficacy of a constructed wetland could be compared with that of another 

structural BMP, and construction cost to pollutant reduction (cost to reduction) could be 

determined. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Contemporary theory of nitrogen behavior in wetlands was assimilated and 

synthesized into a complete theoretical model. The theoretical model was completely 

captured in a divided difference mathematical model, with physical boundary conditions 

and system discontinuity jump conditions satisfied. Initial problems with the numerical 

solution technique were resolved, producing a hybrid numerical scheme. The scheme was 

proven to be consistent and demonstrated to be stable. The model accounts for physical 

behavior through the physical domain, except at the upslope near the wetland outlet. The 

model was verified for the marsh and pool sections located physically upstream of the 

upslope, by comparing results with expectations from qualitative theory. 

Conclusions from the completed research include the following: 

1. Diffusion based delivery of dissolved oxygen from overlying water through 

submerged soil will sustain only infinitesumally thin aerobic regions where 
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nitrification can occur. There must be active hydrophyte transport of oxygen, or 

some yet unknown phenomena, to sustain significant nitrification in submerged 

wetland soil. 

The upwind divided difference scheme can be expanded in two spatial dimensions 

to generate an acceptable solution to an advection-settling equation for sediment 

transport and deposition, provided the stability constraint, modified for two 

dimensions, is met. A hybrid ADI - upwind numerical scheme is a consistent and 

stable approach when applied to an advection-diffusion equation, provided the 

upwind stability constraint is met. The scheme yields predominantly upwind 

scheme - hyperbolic equation solution behavior for advection dominance, and ADI 

- parabolic equation solution behavior for diffusion dominance. The scheme is 

inadequate for particle and ion contact with a physical barrier in the flow regime 

(the right upslope of the system). There are no known methods to model the 

physical phenomenon. 
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Appendix A. Analytical solutions to oxygen consumption models. 

CONSTANT OXYGEN CONSUMPTION 

It is desired to solve the linear inhomogenous partial differential equation (PDE) (equation 

14) using the method of eigenfunction expansion. 

dC(t,z) d°C(t, z) — = pe 
ot oz 

Boundary Condition 1: C(t,0) = C, 

k 

aC(t, L) _ 

y 

Initial Condition: C(0,z) = Cy 

Boundary Condition 2: 0 

Boundary conditions are inhomogenous. Therefore, define W(t,z) = C(t,z) - CA(t,z); let 

CA(t,z) = Cp 

OW (t,z) _ oC(t,z) _ AaCA(t,z) AIW(t,z) _ oC(t,z) _ dCz _ AC(t,z) | 

OZ Oz oz az oz Oz oz 
    

OW? (t,z) _ 9C*(t,z) 

Oz" az- 
  

2 OW(t2) _ ya Witz) k 
ot oz 

Boundary Condition 1: W(t,0) = 0 

  

OW(t,L) _ 

Zz 

Boundary Condition 2: 0 

Initial Condition: W,(0,z) = Cy - Cg 

Boundary conditions now homogenous, PDE inhomogenous. Solve using variation of 

parameters. W(t,z) = W,,(t,z) + W,(t,2) 

Solve for homogenous equation using method of eigenfunction expansion: 

let W(t,z) = Y(t)(z); substitute into equation: 
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Appendix A. Analytical solutions to oxygen consumption models. 

aP(t) d°9(2) veo | d(z) ji 
—— o(z) = D——— F(t) —- —— /¥(t) = D——— =X dt (Z) a2 (t) at (t) a2 (Z) 

d*o(z) 
dz’ 
  —Ao(z) =0, try o(z) =e”, letA = <, substitute into equation > r-rA=0; 

try A= 0: (2) = C, + 2Cy (0) =0= C3 B= -0=6, 

.. No zero solutions 

try A< 0: let A = -@’; o(z) = C,sin(wz) + C,cos(wz), (0) = 0 =C,; 

dol) = O = C,cos(wL) 
dz 

3 2 
o = Tn) oye =z rp, (2) = if 

aL 
AL 

2L 

Solve for V(t): 

d‘¥(t) 
  =AV(t) «. P(t) =Ce* 

dt 

; -_ a. (m(2n-1) 
. Wy(t,z)= Cre sin( 7 2] 

n=1 

Solve for C,: 

C. = 2 Frwysin( BO8=D2 Ni = 4W, 
L 2L n(2n—1) 

S40 vg, ( Mn) . Wult2)= aaa sin( aL | 
n=] 

Find particular solution using variation of parameters: 

0 Q n=l 0 

t t n=co L 

W, (t,Z) = JeAE(s,z)ds -| 3] 2 [as (n= De ss] ce fs > 
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Appendix A. Analytical solutions to oxygen consumption models. 

re eX(ts) 

\Saon nye 8” 
Tis=0o 

_ et > Laan ee 2—(1-e*) 

  

  

_ Dr? @n-1*t . 
= 4(Cg ~ Co) 412 sin] O2—UF | _2 4k 

wo m™(2n —1) 2L (2n-—1)n 

Cund= 2 _ De Qn? 
7 oe [ Gn=De*2 - 4 7 

sin 
—sS _] 

2L D(2n-1)’x     
+C, 

OXYGEN CONSUMPTION PROPORTIONAL TO CONCENTRATION 

It is possible to solve equation (15) in a similar manner. 

aC(t,z) _.d°C(t,z) 

ot oz" 

Boundary Condition 1: C(t,0) = C, 

=D —kC(t,z) 

dCc(t, L) 

Oz 

Initial Condition: C(0,z) = Cy 

Boundary Condition 2: =0 

Define W(t,z) = C(t,z) - CA(t,z); let C’(1,z) = Cy 

        

  

  

OW(t,z) dC(t,z) AC (t,z), AW(t,z) _ dC(t,z) dCp _ oC(t,z) 

a 2——té‘< az Oz OZ OZ Oz 

dW’ (t,z) _ dC*(t,z) 

az? oz" 

2 OW(t,Z) _ p2 W(t,z) ~KW(t,z) -kC, 

ot dz” 

Boundary Condition 1: W(t,0) = 0 
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Appendix A. Analytical solutions to oxygen consumption models. 

oW(t, L) 

Oz 

Initial Condition: W,(0,z) = Cy - Cg 

Boundary Condition 2: =0 

W(t,z) = W,(t,z) + W,(tz) 

Solve for homogenous equation: 

let W(t,z) = ‘¥(t)(z); plug into equation: 

> 
2 IO 9 = po(2) By) Ko (2 Hr) 9 HO Hee pfo@) v2) hee )-k=A 

d’°o(z)_(A+k) +k) 

dz” 

>r’-r=0; 

(A+k) 
  ———(z) =0, try o(z) =e”, letA = = i, substitute into equation 

do(L try A=0: $(2) = C, +2C,, 90) =0 = C; SS =0-6, 

“. No zero solutions 

try A <0: let A = -0*; 6(z) = C,sin(wz) + C,cos(wz), o(0) =0 = C,; 

oh) @ 0 = C,cos(@L) 
dz 

2 _ 2(2n-1) &eraL” (2n— 1) D-k; (2) = sin( B=) 

2L 2L 

Solve for Y(t): 

se =AW(t) . Y(t) =Ce™ 

nse ~1 
~ Wy(t.z)= \Cye™ sin >=) 

n=! 

Solve for C;: 
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Appendix A. Analytical solutions to oxygen consumption models. 

L C. 2 fwsin( S2B—DE Ny» 4W, 
L? 2L n(2n—1) 

 Wa(tz= > aL 
5 4Wo ou sin( 228 ~1) : 
“1 x(2n—1) 

Find Particular Solution: 

t n=co L 

W, (t,z) = eM (s,z)ds -/3|2 f [-ecysin( EAM) oo > 
QO n=l 0 

0 n=1 

rye] tka ates) — —4kC, 1, fy) o(z dfs cn con OZR" e ) 

  

—Dn*(2n-1)2 kl 
_ 4(Cg-Co) 412 sin| On—DET* | — 4kC, 

= (2n—-1)1 2L (2n-1)Xx 

C(t,z)= » —Dr?(2n-1)” 
n 4L2 
  

2L AT?   
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Appendix B. Regression models for temperature and pH effects on nitrification rate. 

Table B1. Regression model of pH effect on nitrification rate 

est. rate(pH) 

  

  

  

  

  

              
  

%o max pH In max check _ error (%) 
0.13 6 | -2.04022 | 0.129801 | 0.152899 

0.27 6.5 | -1.30933 | 0.198615 | 26.43883 

0.48 7 | -0.73397 | 0.303911 | 36.68527 

0.73 7.5 | -0.31471 | 0.465028 | 36.29747 

0.94 8 | -0.06188 | 0.711563 | 24.30185 

1 8.4 0 1 0 

Regression Output: 

Constant -6.89696 

Std Err of Y Est 0.22997 

R Squared 0.933954 

No. of Observations 6 

Degrees of Freedom 4 

X Coefficient(s) 0.85073 

Std Err of Coef. 0.113115 

f(pH) = 2.314% (pH-8.4) 
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Appendix B. Regression models for temperature and pH effects on nitrification rate. 
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Figure B1. Nitrification rate versus pH 
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Appendix B. Regression models for temperature and pH effects on nitrification rate. 

Table B2. Regression model of temperature effect on nitrification rate 

est. rate(T) 

temp % rate check error (%) 
  

5 0.13 0.111429 14.28571 
  

10 0.285 0.284857 0.050125 
  

15 0.44 0.458286 -4.15584 
  

20 0.615 0.631714 -2.71777 
  

25 0.8 0.805143 -0.64286 
  

30     1   0.978571   2.142857 
  

Regression Output: 

Constant 

Std Err of Y Est 

R Squared 

No. of Observations 

Degrees of Freedom 

X Coefficient(s) 

Std Err of Coef. 

£(T) = 0.0346(T) - 0.062 

0.034686 

0.000908 
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-0.062 

0.019002 

0.997264 
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Appendix B. Regression models for temperature and pH effects on nitrification rate. 
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Figure B2. Nitrification rate versus temperature 
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Appendix C. Symbolic solutions to transformation equations. 

The following section shows the symbolic solutions to the method of 

transformation from physical to solution space. 

Define the transformation space in terms of the physical space: 

CA(n,§) = C(x(n, §),z(0, §)) 

Recognize that C(x,z) = C(x(n,&),z(n,€)) for all following notation. 

Find the first derivatives using the chain rule: 

dCA(N,§) _ AC(x,z) Ax(n,§) + dC(x,z) dz(N,§) 
  

  

on ox an Oz on 

ACA (N,§) _ 9C(x,z) Ax(n,§) , 9C(x,z) dz(0,8) 
oe ax oe dz de 

Write in vector notation: 

aC’ (7, &) dx(7,§) 0z(1,§) |( dC(x,z) 

on _ on on Ox 
dC4(n,§) dx(n,§) dz(n,§) }| OC(x,z) 

0€ o& 0€ dz 

Solve by inverting the matrix: 

  

oz(n,§) _ d2z(n,§) |{eC*(m,6)] — (accx,z) 

  

1 0& on on) _j_ ox 
ox dz dz Ox |} _ox(n,§) ox(n,§) |) 0C*(n,6) dC(x,z) 
an a& an dé ae dn aE dz 

Using a priori knowledge about the system, since x=1 for the entire domain, then: 

Ax(T,§) _ 9 9x(N,6) _, 
ag © aM 

Equation (C5) reduces to: 
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Appendix C. Symbolic solutions to transformation equations. 

  

aCA(n, 
|e ye CCX.) 
— an _J a 
az || 9% Am |) acacn,£) (= aC(x.2) x Ik 1 aes |? 

0€ Oz 

The solutions for the first derivatives are: 

dC(x,z) _ 9C(n,§) _ 9C(,6)/ dz /dz 
ox an af x / dé 

dC(x,z) _ 9C(n,§)/ , /dz 
OZ 0& We 

Find the second derivatives using the chain rule: 

  

aCA(N,E) __9 | AC(x,z) x(n, 8) 4 9C(x,z) 2(N,§) 

an’ on ax an dz an 

_ 9°C(x,z) ax(M§) | 9CCx,z) O°x(N,§) | 
axon on Ox an’ 

0°C(x,z) 02(N,§) , 9C(x,z) 3°2(N, §) 
dzon dz an? 

  

    

  

Using: 

0°C(x,z) _ 9°C(x,z) dx(1,5) 
oxon ax? on 

Equation (C10) becomes: 
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Appendix C. Symbolic solutions to transformation equations. 

    

aCA(NE) _ Pot) (Bx.8)) 4 2C(%2) F x(n, 8) 

    

    

    

2 a 2 a 2 

an x an x am (C12) 
0’C(x,z) (2a dC(x,z) 0°z(1,&) 

+ + 
az” on OZ on? 

Similarly: 

PCA(M.E) _ H°C(x,z) ( 9x(N.6) * | 8C(x,2) x(n, €) 
ob? ax? 0& ox oe? 

, (C13) 
,9-C(x,z)( 02(n,6) |}, 9C(x,z) 0°z(n, 8) 

oz" 0& Oz oe? 

Using a priori knowledge about the system: 

d°x(n,6) _,. ax(n,§) _,. o2(n,6) _,. 9°z(n,6) _ One = 0); oe? = 0; mf 0; One =0 (C14) 

Write equations (C12) and (C13) in vector notation: 

  

d’CA(n,€) (extn) (2200-8) 0°C(x,z) 

    

ee 
aCA(n, §) ax(n,&)) { dz(n,&) o°C(x,Z) 

ag oF de dz’ 

Solve by inverting the matrix: 
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Appendix C. Symbolic solutions to transformation equations. 

  

(2.8)) -{ 2) FCA(N.E))  (9°C(x,2) 
1 0€ on on? _ ox 

ened) o°CA(n,8) 0°C(x,z) 
a 2 5) (3) -(&) (&) HS) on) \ dg an) \0& of dn dz” 

(C15) 

Again, using a priori knowledge about the system (equation C14), equation (C15) reduces 

  

  

  

  

  

to: 

acr(n,§)| ff accx, 
1 [2e0n.8) {208 one a 

any |\ % an) |) acan.e) [| eCOL2) cre) 
Pla 3b? gz” 

The solutions for the second derivatives are: 

2 2 2 2 2 
aC" (%,2) _ aC (m6) _ 9 (6) (=) dz (C17) 

Ox an 0€ dn dé 

PC(x,z) _ HC(n,E)/,/( dz) 
az ~ oe? dé (C18) 

TRANSFORMATION EQUATIONS FROM PHYSICAL DOMAIN TO 

SOLUTION DOMAIN WITH SYMBOLIC DERIVATIVES 

Variables are defined in figure C1. 

Define: 

z, (x) =m,(x)+a,; Z,(x) = m(x)+a,; Z| (x) =m, (x)+a,; Z| (x) =m,(x)+a, 

Let: 

N=X; XE Xp SXSxX, 
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Appendix C. Symbolic solutions to transformation equations. 

  

S2 $4 S86 

  

3 3 — 
: ; on 

S33 :85 : S7 : Y       

: 24 
  

    
  

x0 x1 x2 3 x4 x5 

Figure C1. Schematic of transformation from physical to solution space 
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Appendix C. Symbolic solutions to transformaticn equations. 

Ox ox Xq <x S Xs 

. =] —=0; 
on 0& Zo SzsZy 

and: 

Z,(x) =z, (N) =m,(N) +a; Z,(x) =z, (MN) = m,(N) +a); 

Z,' (x) = z,'(1]) = m,(N) +43; z;' (x) =z; (NM) =m,(N)+a, 

For S1 and S8: 

(C19) 

é eee 
= 7: 

K EX, SX SX; 

ey, 8 4 
of on 

Substitute z_(n) for z_(x) in equation (C19) to solve for z and derivatives: 

For S2: 

XEX,;<K SX) E= (Z—2Z,(x)) 
(z, ~2, (x) (Zq— 23) + Zs; ZEZ(X)<ZSZ, 

dz -(2=2a=} o-(GoaIEM } 
dé Z4 —Z, * dn 2Z4—Zy 

2= (6-1) BBE | smn 

For S83: 

XEX, <X SX, 
6 = (z2—-2,(x)) + 2; 

Z€Z(xX)Sz<Sz,(x) 

z=€-z,+m, +4, 

dz dz 
—=-I: — 

dE dn 
my 
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Appendix C. Symbolic solutions to transformaticn equations. 

  

  

For S4: 

(z—-2,) KX EX, < XS 

o= (24 — 23) +23; (Z4-2, ZEZ<ZSzZ, 

Z4—Z 
r= 6-23 t+, 

Z4— 23 

dz _ Z4— % |, dz _¢ 

‘ dé |z,-z,) dn 

For SS: 

X EX, <X SX 
G=z+(z,-—2%); 

ZEZSZSzZ, 

Z=E+2,-Z; 

°. dz _). dz _9 

dé dy 

For S6: 

_ (z-2,;'(x)) _ | XEX,<xX SX, 

5 aa (xy) 23) + 2s; eeawoceen 

Z4 — M21] — a4 sa (BEEIEE omy 
Z4 —Z3 

. dz _| Z4—mMN— a, . oe (6 -—z,)(—m,) +m, 

dé Z4—2; dn Z4—2Z; 

For S7: 

)) XEX,<K SX 
= (Z—-Z' (X)) +23 

5=( 1 ( 2 Z€2(x)SzZ<z'(x) 
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Appendix C. Symbolic solutions to transformation equations. 

dz dz 
. <==]; —=m, 

dé dn 

Note that: 

d’z d*z d*x d°x Xq SX SXz 
—;> =0; =z =0; — =0; = =09; 
dn dé dn dé Zp S$ZSz, 

Now, for any pair of coordinates (x,z) in the physical space, one can identify the 

corresponding pair (n,&) in the solution space. 
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Appendix D. Proof of consistency for hybrid solution to the advection-diffusion equation. 

In this section, consistency for the hybrid solution to the advection-diffusion 

equation (equation 7) is proven. Equation (7) is: 

  

AdC(t,x,z) d(U(x)C(t,x,z)) o°C(t,x,z)  d°C(t,x,z) + =D mckZan - 
ot Ox ox oz 

Treat the product U(x)C(t,x,z) as one term. Represent all derivatives with divided 

differences, using central differencing for the diffusion terms and the explicit upwind 

differencing for the advection terms. Write implicitly along x: 

      

I+k 1 I I I+k 1+k 1+k 1 j i 

Gi Gy | UG UG _ yf Gi 7 2G FG |p| Geni 7 2G * Gn, 
k h h? h? 

where k = At and h = Ax = Az. Replace each C; , with the exact solution at each point: 

C(t+k,x,z) _ C(t,x,Z) + UC(t,x,z) _ UC(t,x—h,z) _ 

k k h h 

(Clik, x+ h,z)—2C(t+k,x,z)+C(t+k,x—h,z))+ 

D “a (C(t.x,2+h)—2C(t,x,2)+C(t+k,x,2—h)) 

Want to prove that L,,(t.x,z) converges to zero as the mesh size h and the time step k 

approach zero. Replace with Taylor series approximations at each point, C = C(t,x,z) and 

define L, ,(t,x,z) =: 
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Appendix D. Proof of consistency for hybrid solntion to the advection-diffusion equation. 

  

2 42 

o{ (cee +3x2c+...)-c 4 UE FY yep MES UC. |- 
k 2 h h dx 2 dx’ 

  

  

T 2 2 72 2 

Caney nc 4 OE gC L's... 14 (20-24 -2C' -...) 
D Ox ‘2 dxdt 2 dx? 2 
— + 
h2 2 2 32 2 

ef c—n Canc MOC POC Ka 
ox 2 dxdt 2 ax2 2 

p| ache eC ach? PC PV opp Seg ..J-2C+| C-h= 42 -.. 
h? [c- ox 2 Ox? | +| dx 2 dx? }   

Collect terms and cancel where applicable: 

           

  

              

. UC a°C | vc| k_. hodUc 3 
L,4(t,x,z) =-C — +D —= |--C + + Och 

Kn (62) Ox eo. oF 2° 2 Ox +0") 

Notice that: 

. gUC vc Cc 
-C - +D + =0 

ox ° | 

. Lyp(t.x,z) = 4305 )+ O(h’) 

L, .(tax2) 90. ask > 0,h—-> 0 

Therefore, the scheme is proven to be consistent. 
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Appendix E. Complete equation numerical representation. 

For organic material transport and deposition: 

cht. 1 (2) gy | Xo Mee Mo en 
d&}) h(dz/dé) h ? h h 

Equation (3) is solved twice per actual time step to keep solution of material at the 

sediment-water interface in same time step with ADI equations. The value of the time 

step k is actually At/2, due to the nature of the ADI scheme. 

Equation (21) is represented implicitly in € by: 

2 
-an| +e Jet al ran{ 2 eae Jes 

  

(dz/dé) (dz/d&) 

_ 1-(dz/ dn)” 2 — ~KU; TK jf dz/dy 

0} (azfaty Jest kh ea) at “ 
(aD+ iit <i }ot + [2- 2DA +— Mis sufi _ dz/dn Je. +DAC} 1 h } h dz/dé 4 

Equation (21) is represented implicitly in N by: 

(—DA)Ci*!, +(2+ 2DA) Ci + (-DA)CH, = 
1,J- 

TRB Ct 4 XD 1- (dz/dny’ _ kU;_1; se Chi 4 (E3) 

hoo (dz/aé)” h | dz/aé J] 7 

_ 1—(dz/dn)° KU} j{ ,  dz/dn ) | au 1-(de/dn)” L472 
2 2 (az/aty? } - i ies va] (az/ ae Jot   
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Appendix E. Complete equation numerical representation. 

Equation (22) is represented implicitly in € 

    

    

=AD { 1=(de/any" \isv2 4 of p44 —AD_[ 1 (ae/any" | |r y 
(1+R)| (dz/dé) Ci (1+R)| (dz/dé) Md 

-AD | 1- (dz/dn) CHI AD I AD 
meas (dz/dé)° Wc i (235 )etn (2 27 2B |a+ 4) 

  
(22 le jtl — Anny 

where Any, represents the zero order oxidation of ammonium change in concentration for 

the time step. The code checks Ayy, at each mesh point during computation to ensure 

that there are no losses in any given time step greater than the concentration present, to 

prevent negative losses. 

Equation (22) is represented implicitly in 1 by: 

    -AD \ A141 AD 11 -AD | A141 
C. 24+2 Cc +] ——— |C,, = 

(22. wl “| * Bs) i) (2. nit 

    

  

AD 1-(dz/dn)” V2 49] 7 AD 1—(dz/dn)” 41/2 

Z| (dz/dé)” Jen ali al (dz/dé)” Ni " ™ 

AD _[ 1=(dz/an)" | ueva _ 
(1+R)( (dz/dé)? J ON 

Equation (23) is represented implicitly in € by: 
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ey 1+1/2 1—(dz/dn) 141/2 -ao| +o Cit vf ean{ ete) + 
dz/d " dz/d , 

2 
-an| eee Jos = (AD)C 4 +(2- 20D)C, + (ADC jet ~ Axo; (dz/d&) 

where Axo, represents the linear combination of 3.44*kyy, and kyo,. The code checks 

again to prevent negative losses. Equation (23) is represented implicitly in 1 by: 

(—AD)C;7, + (2+ 24D)C;7) + (-AD) Ci = 

1—(dz/ dn)” 1+1/2 _ 1 —(dz/ dn)" 1+41/2 

1-(dz/dn)’ LH/2 _ 
| (d2/aé) Jo oven 

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS IN NUMERICAL REPRESENTATION 

All C(t,x,z) are represented by C for simplicity. The sectional designations are the 

same as shown in figure Cl. The concept of numerical representation of the boundary 

conditions is to use the numerical representation to obtain information about ‘dummy’ 

points outside the solution domain, which still affect the solution. The right side of the 

equality is substituted into the algebraic systems of equations wherever there is a dummy 

point. 

At the water surface for all x: 
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oC _ 0 = eC 1 | _ Gaj~Giuajf_ 1 )_ 0 
dz dF \ dz/dé 2h dz/dé (E8) 

6 Cia = Cy 

Along the flat sections of the wetland bottom: 

  
aC _ 9 9C(_1_)_Gaj-Citif_ 1 )_ 
oz d& \ dz/dé 2h dz/dé (E9) 

.C,,=C 1-1,j ~ ““itl,j 

Along the sloping section of the bottom, $3, when solving implicitly along €: 

dz/dn 141/2 _ 1 141/2 
Cry = (m,C! - mew) ae +m, (dz/dé) + City (E10) 

When solving implicitly along 7: 

dz/d np (mete? -men( — Se | ct eI 
1 

When solving along S7, m, is exchanged with m,, and the same procedure is followed. 

On the left side of the wetland beneath the sediment layer: 

  9C 9 = 2C_ 2 dz/dn . oz _ 9 WC _ . Gj “Girt _ 9 

Ox on od&\dz/dE) an ° On | 2h (E12) 

oC C ipl ~ Si,jtt 

On the right side of the wetland beneath the sediment layer, the same procedure is applied 

yielding: 

Ci ja = Ci i (E13) 

On the right side of the wetland at the outlet: 
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ac7_ act ac act 
  

  

p&=p=. 
Ox Ox Ox Ox 

aC aC(dz/dn)\) (ac aCfdzdn\) az... 
— -—| —— }} = | —-=| += ]] ; — =0 in that section, «. E14 

(36 oe (sie } [3s (2a m7 (E14) 

dC OCT, GC Ci Gi 
—_- =—; - = : = C. =2C,,-C_ 

on on 2h 2h yl Jo al 

NUMERICAL REPRESENTATION OF THE DISCONTINUITY 

The discontinuity of the system must be represented carefully to ensure continuous 

concentration solutions through the entire solution domain. The discontinuity of the 

system is treated as a boundary, such that the numerical representation of the discontinuity 

is analogous to an actual system boundary. The entire solution space is still a continuous 

system of equations however. The actual discontinuity is considered part of the sediment 

space. Since the discontinuity in the physical domain is mapped to a horizontal line in the 

solution domain, there is a special consideration regarding the implementation of ADI. 

When solving column-wise along €, the centered difference formula is written at each 

column mesh point on the discontinuity such that the mesh point above the discontinuity 

corresponding to the first mesh point in the water space is treated as a dummy point, i.e., a 

point which influences the solution, but is not actually contained within the solution space 

domain. The divided difference representation of the dummy point is substituted into the 

divided difference representation of the discontinuity mesh point. The explicit portion of 

the dummy representation is moved to the right hand side vector. When solving row-wise 

at the discontinuity along 7, the information of each mesh point in the water space is 

written explicitly for each mesh point along the discontinuity in accordance with the ADI 
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method. However, the concentration at each water space mesh point is solved using the 

physical constraint of the discontinuity (equations 31, 32, and 33) which specifies that flux 

through the discontinuity must be continuous in a mathematical sense. 

Equation (31) written implicitly along & when solving for the first mesh point in the 

water space appears as: 

CoH = (2 Jes, i+ [PixPa ves Jos (E15) » D, ’ D, » 

where the subscript B denotes points along the discontinuity. Equation (31) is written 

explicitly when solving along 1): 

D D, + 
Cay = (2 Jong + [Pi*Ps los ? (E16) 

2 2 

Equation (32) written implicitly along € when solving for the first mesh point in the water 

space appears as: 

D D,+D 14/2 _ 141/2 141/2 
Cai = {2 Jos +{ PtP Joy ~ 

2 2 

E17 

Dym,(Ck, - Cy, a) + Dom,(Ch, — Ch) om” 

1+ m,(dz/dn) 

p,{ dz/dé 

  

Equation (32) is written explicitly when solving along 1: 
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D D,+D 1+1/2 1+1/2 141/2 
Cai = (2. Jos “| D it 7 

2 2 

  

E18 

Dym, (Ci? — cH) 4 Dym,(ciH!? — cl?) ers) 
1+m,(dz/dn) 

D 2 dz/dé 

Equation (33) written implicitly along & when solving for the first mesh point in the water 

space appears as: 

  

  

  

  

  

  

_{ D, +D,m,(dz/dn) cur +(D,+D,) 1+ m,(dz/dn) cue _ 
dz/dé dz/d§ 

citv2 _ | Dym, (Ch, ~ Ch 1) + D,m,(Cj, i Cp, iat) (E19) 

wn D, + Dim, (dz/dn) 
dz/dE 

Equation (33) is written explicitly when solving along nN: 

_ D, + D,m,(dz/dn) ce 4 (D, 4 D,) 1+ m,(dz/dn) cy _ 

dz/dE dz/dé 

aia _ Ditm(CHY? ~ Cf) + Dam (Ch? ct) em 
vd D, + Dym,(dz/dn) 

dz/dé 
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Appendix F. Model fortran code. 

C*** ANDREW SCOTT WIDENER *** 
C*** JULY 1995 *** 
Cc 
C*** THIS PROGRAM SIMULATES THE NITROGEN CYCLE IN A 
CFt* 

C#F* 

Cr*K* 

C*** 

C#r* 

C*t* 

C*** 

CONSTRUCTED WETLAND. IT PREDICTS THE TRANSPORT AND 
DEPOSITION OF SEDIMENT PARTICLES, MINERALIZATION OF 
BOUND ORGANIC NITROGEN TO AMMONIUM, ADVECTION AND 
DIFFUSIVE TRANSPORT OF DISSOLVED AMMONIUM AND NITRATE 
THOUGH THE WATER BODY, AND DIFFUSION AND 
TRANSFORMATION OF AMMONIUM AND NITRATE IN THE 
UNDERLYING WETLAND SOIL. *** 

PROGRAM MAIN 

C*** Z4 MUST BE EQUAL TO 'H' TIMES 'NUMIT' AND Z3 MUST BE EQUAL TO'H'’ 
C TIMES ‘NUMIB'; X1 MUST BE EQUAL TO 'H' TIMES 'NUMJ1 AND X3 MUST 
C  BEEQUAL TO'H' TIMES' NUMJ3 FOR THE PROGRAM TO RUN PROPERLY!! 

INTEGER NUMZPT, NUMXPT, NUMZB 
PARAMETER (NUMZB=5, NUMZPT=10, NUMXPT=20) 

REAL DIAM(3), VEL(3), SPEC(3) 
REAL DZDSQU(0:NUMZPT,0:NUMXPT), DZDNU(0:NUMZPT,0:NUMXPT), 
$ U((NUMZB-1):NUMZPT,-1:NUMXPT), DELTOR(0:NUMXPT), 
$ KORG(0:NUMXPT), KAMM(0:NUMZB, 0:NUMXPT), KNIT(0:NUMZB, 0:NUMXPT) 
REAL R1(NUMZB:NUMZPT,0:NUMXPT,4), 
$ CSEDWH((NUMZB-1):(NUMZPT+1),-1:NUMXPT), 
$ CSEDHA((NUMZB-1):(NUMZPT+1),-1: NUMXPT) 
REAL R2SQU(0:NUMZPT,0:NUMXPT,4), R2NU(0:NUMZPT,0:NUMXPT,4), 
$ R3SQU(0:NUMZPT,0:NUMXPT, 4), R3NU(0:NUMZPT,0:NUMXPT,4), 
$ B3SQU(0:NUMZPT,0:NUMXPT 4), B3NU(0: NUMZPT,0:NUMXPT,4), 
$ B2SQU(0:NUMZPT,0:NUMXPT,4), B2NU(0:NUMZPT,0:NUMXPT,4), 
$ B2HA(:NUMZPT,4), B3HA(0:NUMZPT,4), B2WH(0:NUMXPT,4), 
$ B3WH(0:NUMXPT,4), X(0:NUMZPT,0:NUMXPT), Z(0:NUMZPT,0:NUMXPT), 
$ DELTAM(0:NUMZB,0:NUMXPT), DELTNI(0:NUMZB, 0:NUMXPT), 
$ CAMHA(-1:(NUMZPT+1),0:NUMXPT), CAMWH(0:NUMZPT,-1:(NUMXPT+1)), 
$ CNIHA(-1:(NUMZPT+1),0:NUMXPT), CNIWH(O:NUMZPT,-1:(NUMXPT+1)) 

REAL SLOPE1, SLOPE2, CEPT1, CEPT2, H, Z1, Z3, Z4, LAM3 
REAL X1, X3, DFLOW, LAM, LAM2, DELTT, SEDLOD, INISED, SIM, TIMSIM 
REAL R, DAMSED, DAMWAT, DNISED, DNIWAT, AMLOD, NILOD, INIAM, ININI 
REAL CEPT3, CEPT4 

INTEGER NUMJ1, NUMJ2, NUMJ3, NUMJ4, NUMJ5, NUMIB, NUMIT, 
$ NUMJ1P, NUMJ2P, NUMJ3P, NUMJ4P, NUMBP1, NPART, NUMTM1, NUMSM1, 
$ NUMBMI1, NUMTP1, NUMJ5P 

NPART = 3 
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Appendix F. Model fortran code. 

DIAM(1) = 0.00005 
DIAM(2) = 0.000002 
DIAM(3) = 0.00025 
DATA SPEC(1), SPEC(2), SPEC(3)/2.65, 2.65, 1.9/ 
DATA R, DAMSED, DAMWAT, DNISED, DNIWAT/1.0, 1E-5, 1E-2, 1E-5 
$, 1E-2/ 
DATA NUMJI1, NUMJ2, NUMJ3, NUMJ4, NUMJ5, NUMIB, NUMIT 
$ /4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 5, 10/ 
DATA H, SLOPE], SLOPE2, CEPT1, CEPT2, Z1, Z3, Z4/ 
$ 5.0, -0.3333, 0.3333, 32.0, -1.7, 18.3, 25.0, 50.0/ 
DATA CEPT3, CEPT4/6.7, -26.7/ 
DATA X1, X3/20, 60/ 
DATA DFLOW/22.2/ 
DATA INISED, SEDLOD/1.0, 0.0/ 
DATA INIAM, ININI, AMLOD, NILOD/0.0, 0.0, 1.0, 1.0/ 

WRITE (*,*) 'THERE ARE NO CHECKS ON THE DATA ENTRY!!!" 
WRITE (*,*) "WHAT IS THE TIME STEP?’ 
READ (*,*) DELTT 
WRITE (*,*) 'WHAT IS THE SIMULATION TIME?’ 
READ (*,*) SIM 
TIMSIM = INT(SIM/DELTT) 
WRITE (*,*) "ENTER THE GRID SPACING IN CM’ 
READ (*,*) H 
WRITE (*,*) 'ENTER NUMJ1 THROUGH NUMJS5' 
READ (*,*) NUMJ1, NUMJ2, NUMJ3, NUMJ4, NUMJ5 
WRITE (*,*) ENTER NUMIB & NUMIT' 
READ (*,*) NUMIB, NUMIT 
WRITE (*,*) ENTER Z1, Z3, & Z4' 
READ (*,*) Z1, Z3, 24 
WRITE (*,*) "ENTER SLOPE AND SLOPE2' 
READ (*,*) SLOPE1, SLOPE2 
WRITE (*,*) ENTER INTERCEPTS 1 & 2' 
READ (*,*) CEPT1, CEPT2 
WRITE (*,*) ‘WHAT IS THE DAILY FLOW RATE IN CUBIC CM/SEC’ 
READ (*,*) DFLOW 
WRITE (*,*) ‘WHAT ARE THE LOCATIONS OF X1 & X3 IN CM' 
READ (*,*) X1, X3 A

N
M
N
A
N
Q
A
A
N
Q
A
A
A
A
A
R
A
A
A
N
A
N
A
N
 

C*** UNIVERSAL PARAMETERS FOR SUBROUTINE DO LOOPS *** 
NUMTM1 = NUMIT - 1 
NUMTP1 = NUMIT + 1 
NUMBMI1 = NUMBB - 1 
NUMBPI = NUMIB + 1 
NUMS5MI1 = NUMJ5 - 1 
NUMJS5P = NUMJ5 + 1 
NUMJ4P = NUMJ4 + 1 
NUMJ3P = NUMJ3 + I 
NUMJ2P = NUMJ2 + 1 
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NUMJ1P = NUMJ1 +1 
LAM = DELTT/(H**2) 
LAM2 = DELTT/(2*H) 
LAM3 = DELTT/H 

C*** INITIALIZES CONDITIONS IN THE WETLAND *** 

DO 3 J=0, NUMJ5 
CSEDHA((NUMIT+1),J) = 0.0 
CSEDHA((NUMIB-1),J) = 0.0 
CSEDWH((NUMIT+1),J) = 0.0 
CSEDWH((NUMIB-1),J) = 0.0 
DO 303 I= NUMIB, NUMIT 

303 CSEDWH(L)) = INISED 
DO 301 I= 0, NUMIT 
CAMWH(LJ) = INIAM 
CNIWH(LJ) = ININI 

301 CONTINUE 
3. CONTINUE 

DO 5 l= NUMBP1, NUMIT 
CSEDWHA(I, -1) = SEDLOD 
CSEDHA(I, -1) = SEDLOD 
CAMWH(I, -1) = AMLOD 
CNIWHG, -1) = NILOD 
CAMWH(I, (NUMJ5+1)) = 2*CAMWH(I,NUMSJS5) - CAMWH(I,.NUMJ5-1)) 
CNIWH(, (NUMJ5+1)) = 2*CNIWH(,NUMJ5) - CNIWH(,(NUM9J5-1)) 

5 CONTINUE 

DO 5051 = 0, NUMIB 
CAMWH(.,-1) = CAMWH(L1) 
CNIWH(L-1) = CNIWH(,1) 
CAMWH(L,(NUMIJ5+1)) = CAMWH(1,(NUMJ5-1)) 
CNIWH(1,(NUMJ5+1)) = CNIWH(L,(NUMI5-1)) 

505 CONTINUE 

CSEDWH(NUMIB, -1) = 0.0 
CSEDHA(NUMIBB, -1) = 0.0 

C*** CALL ALL SUBROUTINES TO CREATE INTERACTION MATRICES *** 

CALL SETTLE(DIAM, SPEC, VEL, NPART) 
C VEL(1) = 0.0 

CALL DZD(SLOPE1, SLOPE2, CEPT1, CEPT2, Z1, Z3, 24, 
$ H, NUMJ1, NUMJ2, NUMJ3, NUMJ4, NUMJ1P, NUMJ2P, NUMJ3P, NUMJ4P, 
$ NUMBP1, NUMJ5, NUMIT, NUMIB, DZDSQU, DZDNU, X, Z, CEPT3, CEPT4) 
CALL ADVEC(DFLOW, SLOPE1, SLOPE2, X1, X3, H, 

$ NUMIB, NUMIT, NUMJ1, NUMJ2, NUMJ3, NUMJ4, NUMJ5, NUMJIP, 
S$ NUMJ2P, NUMJ3P, NUMJ4P, Z1, Z3, ZA, U, NUMBP1) 
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CALL RATE(NUMJ5, NUMJIP, NUMIB, KORG, KAMM, KNIT, 
$ NUMJ1) 
CALL INTAC1(R1, LAM2, U, DZDSQU, DZDNU, 
$ NUMIB, NUMIT, NUMJ5, VEL, NPART) 
CALL INTAC2(NUMIB, NUMBP1, NUMIT, NUMJ3, 

$ NUMJ3P, NUMJ4, NUMJ4P, NUMJ5, NUMBMI1, DZDSQU, DZDNU, U,R, 
$ LAM, DAMWAT, DAMSED, DNIWAT, DNISED, R2SQU, 
$ R2NU, R3NU, R3SQU, B2NU, B2SQU, B3NU, B3SQU, 
$ NUM5M1, SLOPE2, NUMTM1, LAM3) 

C*** BEGINS SIMULATION PERIOD *** 

DO 101 M = 1, TIMSIM 

CALL DELTHA(NUMIB, NUMJ5, KAMM, KNIT, CAMWH, CNIWH, 
$DELTT, DELTAM, DELTNI, NUMIT, DELTOR, CSEDWH, KORG) 

CALL R23HA(NUMJ1, NUMIB, NUMBP1, NUMIT, NUMJ2P, NUMJ3, 
$ NUMJ3P, NUMJ4, NUMJ4P, NUMJ5, NUMBM1, DZDSQU, DZDNU, R, 
$ LAM, DAMWAT, DAMSED, DNIWAT, DNISED, R2SQU, 
$ R3SQU, B2SQU, B3SQU, NUMJ2, NUMJIP, 
$ SLOPE1, SLOPE2, DELTAM, DELTNI, CAMWH, CNIWH) 

C*** SOLVES SEDIMENT CONCENTRATION AT HALF TIME STEP *** 

DO 9 J=0, NUMI5 
CSEDHA(NUMIB,J) = CSEDWH(NUMIB, J) + LAM2*VEL(1)* 

$ CSEDWH((NUMIB+1),J) - DELTOR() 
DO 9 I= (NUMIB+1), NUMIT 
CSEDHA(LJ) = R1(1,J,1)*CSEDWH(,) + R1(LJ,2)*CSEDWH(,(J-1)) 

$ + R1(LJ,3)*CSEDWH((I-1),J) + R1(J,4)*CSEDWH((I+1),J) 
9 CONTINUE 

C*** SOLVES AMMONIUM CONCENTRATION AT HALF TIME STEP *** 

DO 57 J = 0, NUMJ5 
DO 59 I= 0, NUMIT 
DO59K=1,4 
B2HA(LK) = B2SQU(}K) 

59 CONTINUE 
CALL MATSOL(B2HA, 0, NUMIT) 
DO 511=0, NUMIT 

51 CAMHA(LJ) = B2HA(,4) 
57 CONTINUE 

DO 606 J = 0, NUMJ5 
606 CAMHA(NUMIB,J) = CAMHA(NUMIB,J) + 0.05*DELTOR(J) 
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C*** SOLVES NITRATE CONCENTRATION AT HALF TIME STEP *** 

DO 67 J=0, NUMJ5 
DO 69 I= 0, NUMIT 
DO 69 K = 1,4 
B3HA(K) = B3SQU(LJK) 

69 CONTINUE 
CALL MATSOL(B3HA, 0, NUMIT) 
DO 61 I= 0, NUMIT 

61 CNIHAC(LJ) = B3HA(,4) 
67 CONTINUE 

C*** SOLVES FOR HALF-STEP "DUMMY" VALUES AT BOUNDRIES *** 

DO 2 J =0, NUMJ5 
CAMHA((NUMIT+1), J) = CAMHA((NUMIT-1), J) 
CNIHA((NUMIT+1), J) = CNIHA((NUMIT-1), J) 

2 CONTINUE 
DO 4 J=0, NUMJ1 
CAMHA(-1, J) = CAMHA(L, J) 
CNIHA(-1, J) = CNIHA(L, J) 

4 CONTINUE 
DO 6 J= NUMJ1P, NUMJ2 
CAMHA(-1, J) = CAMHA(L, J) + (SLOPE1*CAMHA(0,(J-1)) - 

$ SLOPE1*CAMHA(0,(J+1)))*DZDSQU(0,))/(1.0+SLOPE1 
$ *DZDNU(0,J)) 
CNIHA(-1, J) = CNIHA(1, J) +(SLOPE1*CNIHA(O 

$ (J-1)) - SLOPE1*CNIHA(O,(J+1)))*DZDSQU(0,J)/(1.0+SLOPE1 
$ *DZDNU(O,))) 

6 CONTINUE 
DO 8 J= NUMJ2P, NUMJ3 
CAMHA(-1, J) = CAMHA(1, J) 
CNIHA(-1, J) = CNIHA(I, J) 

8 CONTINUE 
DO 10 J= NUMJ3P, NUMJ4 
CAMHA(-1, J) = CAMHA(I, J) +(SLOPE2*CAMHA(O 

$ ,(J-1)) - SLOPE2*CAMHA(0,(J+1)))*DZDSQU(O,J)/(1.0+SLOPE2 
$ *DZDNU(0,J)) 
CNIHA(-1, J) = CNIHA(1, J) +(SLOPE2*CNIHA(O 

$ (J-1)) - SLOPE2*CNIHA(0,(J+1)))*DZDSQU(0,J)/(1.0+SLOPE2 
$ *DZDNU(0,J)) 

10 CONTINUE 
DO 12 J= NUMIJ4P, NUMJ5 
CAMHA(-1, J) = CAMHA(I, J) 
CNIHA(-1, J) = CNIHA(I, J) 

12. CONTINUE 

CALL DELTWH(NUMIB, NUMJ5, KAMM, KNIT, CAMHA, CNIHA, 
$DELTT, DELTAM, DELTNI, NUMIT, DELTOR, CSEDHA, KORG) 
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CALL R23WH(NUMJ1, NUMIB, NUMBP1, NUMIT, NUMJ2P, NUMJ3, 
$ NUMJ3P, NUMJ4, NUMJ4P, NUMJ5, NUMBM1, DZDSQU, DZDNU,R, 
$ LAM, DAMWAT, DAMSED, DNIWAT, DNISED, 
$ R2NU, R3NU, B2NU, B3NU, NUMJ2, NUMJIP, 
$ SLOPE1, SLOPE2, DELTAM, DELTNI, CAMHA, CNIHA, 
$ CAMWH, CNIWH, U, LAM3) 

C*** SOLVES EQN 1 AT WHOLE TIME STEP *** 

DO 7 J=0, NUMJ5 
CSEDWH(NUMIB,J) = CSEDHA(NUMIB,J) + LAM2*VEL(1)* 

$ CSEDHA((NUMIB+1),J) - DELTOR() 
DO 7 I= (NUMIB+1), NUMIT 
CSEDWH(LJ) = RL(IJ,D)*CSEDHA(I,J) + R1(1,J,2)*CSEDHA(,(J-1)) 

$ + R1(1,J,3)*CSEDHA((I-1),J) + R1(LJ,4)*CSEDHA((I+1),J) 
7 CONTINUE 

C*** SOLVES EQN 2 AT WHOLE TIME STEP *** 

DO 42 I= 0, NUMIT 
DO 44 J=0, NUMJ5 
DO 44K = 1,4 
B2WH(,K) = B2NU(I,J,K) 

44. CONTINUE 
CALL MATSOL(B2WH, 0, NUMJ5) 
DO 46 J=0, NUMJ5 

46 CAMWH(,J) = B2WHG,4) 
42 CONTINUE 

DO 607 J = 0, NUMJS 
607 CAMWH(NUMIB,J) = CAMWH(NUMIB,J) + 0.05*DELTOR(G) 

C*** SOLVES EQN 3 AT WHOLE TIME STEP *** 

DO 52 1=0, NUMIT 
DO 54 J =0, NUMJ5 
DO 54K = 1,4 
B3WH(J,K) = B3NU(L,J,K) 

54 CONTINUE 
CALL MATSOL(B3WH, 0, NUMJ5) 
DO 56 J = 0, NUMJ5 

56 CNIWH(,J) = B3WH(,4) 
52 CONTINUE 

C*** SOLVES FOR WHOLE-STEP "DUMMY" VALUES AT BOUNDRIES *** 

DO 16 T= NUMBP1, NUMIT 
16 CAMWHA(, (NUMJ5+1)) = 2*CAMWH(, NUMJS5) - CAMWH(L,(NUMJ5-1)) 

DO 181=0, NUMIB 
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CAMWH(, (NUMIJ5+1)) = CAMWH(I,(NUMJ5-1)) 
CAMWH(, -1) = CAMWH(L,1) 

18 CONTINUE 

DO 200 I= NUMBP1, NUMIT 
200 CNIWHA, (NUMJ5+1)) = 2*CNIWH(I, NUMJ5) - CNIWH(L,(NUMJ5-1)) 

DO 208 I = 0, NUMIB 
CNIWH(I, -1) = CNIWH(,1) 
CNIWH(, (NUMJ5+1)) = CNIWH(,(NUMIJ5-1)) 

208 CONTINUE 

101 CONTINUE 

WRITE(*,*) VEL(1), VEL(2), VEL(3) Cc 

C OPEN(1, FILE ='DZDSQU DAT’) 
C DO90I=0, NUMIT 
C pDO90IJ=0, NUMIJ5 
C WRITE (1, *) I, J, DZDSQU(LJ) 
CO CONTINUE 
C CLOSE(1, STATUS = 'KEEFP') 

Cc 
Cc 
Cc 
C 
Cc 

OPEN(2, FILE = 'DZDNU DAT’) 
DO 91 1=0, NUMIT 
DO 91 J = 0, NUMJ5 
WRITE (2, *) I, J, DZDNU(L,J) 

1 CONTINUE 
CLOSE(2, STATUS = 'KEEP’) 

OPEN(3, FILE = 'U DAT’) 
DO 92 I= NUMIB, NUMIT 
DO 92 J=0, NUMJ5 
WRITE (3, *) I, J, UJ) 

2 CONTINUE 
CLOSE(3, STATUS = 'KEEP’) 

OPEN(7, FILE='RATE DAT A’) 
DO 94 1=0, NUMIB 
DO 94 J = 0, NUMJ5 
WRITE (7,*) I, J, KAMM(LJ), KNIT(LJ) 

4 CONTINUE 
CLOSE(7, STATUS = 'KEEP’) A

Q
A
A
Q
A
Q
A
A
 

A
N
M
Q
A
N
I
A
N
A
N
 

OPEN(9, FILE="B1 DAT A’) 
DO 95 I= NUMIB, NUMIT 
DO 95 J= 0, NUMJ5 
WRITE (9,*) I, J, R1.J5,1), RA.J,3) 

5 CONTINUE 
CLOSE(9, STATUS = 'KEEP’) A

R
A
A
N
N
M
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OPEN(12, FILE='CSEDWH DAT A’) 
DO 97 I= NUMIB, NUMIT 
DO 97 J=0, NUMJ5 
WRITE (12,*) X(1,J), Z(,J), CSEDWH(L,J) 

97 CONTINUE 
CLOSE(12, STATUS = 'KEEP’) 

OPEN(13, FILE='CAMWH DAT A’) 
DO 99 T= 0, NUMIT 
DO 99 J=0, NUMJ5 
WRITE (13,*) X(J), ZJ), CAMWH(LJ) 

99 CONTINUE 
CLOSE(13, STATUS = 'KEEFP’) 

C  OPEN(17, FILE='CAMHA DAT A’) 
C DO9091=0, NUMIT 
C DO909J=0, NUMJS5 
C WRITE (17,*) 1, J, CAMHA(LJ) 
C09 CONTINUE 
C CLOSE(17, STATUS ='KEEP’) 

OPEN(14, FILE='CNIWH DAT A’) 
DO 98 I= 0, NUMIT 
DO 98 J=0, NUMJ5 
WRITE (14,*) XJ), ZdJ), CNIWH(.J) 

98 CONTINUE 
CLOSE(14, STATUS = 'KEEP") 

OPEN(16, FILE='CNIHA DAT A’) 
DO 908 I = 0, NUMIT 
DO 908 J = 0, NUMJ5 
WRITE (16,*) I, J, CNIHAC,J) 

C08 CONTINUE 
C CLOSE(16, STATUS = 'KEEP") 

A
A
A
N
M
 

C OPEN(15, FILE='SQUMAT DAT A’) 

C DO9001=0, NUMIT 
C WRITE (15,*) I, B3SQU(I,1,1), B3SQU.,1,2), B3SQU(,1,3) 
C00 CONTINUE 
C CLOSE(15, STATUS = 'KEEP’) 

OPEN(16, FILE="XZDAT DAT A’) 
DO 800 I = 0, NUMIT 
DO 800 J = 0, NUMJ5 
WRITE (16,*) I, J, XU), ZA) 

COO CONTINUE 
C CLOSE(16, STATUS = 'KEEP') 

A
A
A
N
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END 

C*** THE FOLLOWING SUBROUTINES SERVE TO INITIALIZE PARAMETERS 
C REQUIRED FOR SOLUTION DURING SIMULATION *** 

C*** CREATES TRANSFORMED SPACE TRANSFORMATION DERIVATIVE MATRIX *** 

SUBROUTINE DZD(SLOPE1, SLOPE2, CEPT1, CEPT2, Z1, Z3, ZA, 
$ H, NUMJ1, NUMJ2, NUMJ3, NUMJ4, NUMJ1P, NUMJ2P, NUMJ3P, NUMIJ4P, 
$ NUMBP1, NUMJ5, NUMIT, NUMIB, DZDSQU, DZDNU, X, Z, CEPT3, CEPT4) 

REAL DZDSQU(0:NUMIT, 0:NUMJS5), DZDNU(0O:NUMIT, 0:NUMJ5) 
REAL DEPTH1, DEPTH2, DIFF1, DIFF2, X(0:NUMIT,O:NUMJ5), 
$ Z(0:NUMIT,0:NUMJ5) 

C*** PARAMETERS FOR SPACE TRANSFORMATION DERIVATIVE *** 
DEPTH] = Z4 - Z3 
DEPTH2 = Z4 - Z1 
DIFF1 = Z4 - CEPT1 
DIFF2 = Z4 - CEPT2 

C*** OMEGA 1 
DO 71 =0, NUMIT 
DO7J=0, NUMJI 
DZDSQU(LJ) = 1.0 
DZDNU(LJ) = 0.0 
X(LJ) = FLOAT()*H 
Z(1,J) = FLOAT()*H 

7 CONTINUE 

C*** OMEGA 2 
DO 9 [= NUMBP1, NUMIT 
DO 9 J= NUMJIP, NUMJ2 
DZDSQU(LJ) = (DIFFI - (SLOPE1*FLOAT(J)*H))/DEPTH1 
DZDNU(LJ) = ((FLOAT(I)*H) - Z3)*(-SLOPEL)/DEPTH1 + SLOPE1 
X(1J) = FLOAT(J)*H 
Z(LJ) = (FLOAT(I)*H - Z3)((DEPTH1)*(DIFF1-SLOPE1*FLOAT(J)*H) 

$ + SLOPE1*FLOAT(J)*H + CEPT1 
9 CONTINUE 

C*#** OMEGA 3 
DO 111 =0, NUMIB 
DO 11 J= NUMJIP, NUMJ2 
DZDSQU(LJ) = 1.0 
DZDNU(LJ) = SLOPE! 
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X(LJ) = FLOAT(J)*H 
Z(I,J) = FLOAT(I)*H + SLOPE1*FLOAT(J)*H + CEPT3 

11 CONTINUE 

C*** OMEGA 4 
DO 13 l= NUMBP1, NUMIT 
DO 13 J= NUMJ2P, NUMJ3 
DZDSQU(L,J) = DEPTH2/DEPTH1 
DZDNU(LJ) = 0.0 
X(LJ) = FLOAT(J)*H 
Z(L,J) = (FLOAT()*H-Z3)*DEPTH2/DEPTH1 + Z1 

13. CONTINUE 

C*** OMEGA 5 
DO 151=0, NUMIB 
DO 15 J= NUMJ2P, NUMJ3 
DZDSQU(LJ) = 1.0 
DZDNU(L,J) = 0.0 
X(L,J) = FLOAT())*H 
Z(1,J) = FLOAT(D*H + Z1 - Z3 

15 CONTINUE 

C*** OMEGA 6 
DO 17 1= NUMBP1, NUMIT 
DO 17 J= NUMJ3P, NUMJ4 
DZDSQU(LJ) = (DIFF? - (SLOPE2)*(FLOAT(J)*H))/DEPTH1 
DZDNU(L,)J) = -(SLOPE2)*((FLOAT(D*H) - Z3)/DEPTH1 + SLOPE2 
X(LJ) = FLOAT(J)*H 
Z(1,J) = (FLOAT()*H - Z3)/(DEPTH1)*(DIFF2-SLOPE2*FLOAT(J)*H) 

$ + SLOPE2*FLOAT(J)*H + CEPT2 
17 CONTINUE 

C*#** OMEGA 7 
DO 191=0, NUMIB 
DO 19 J= NUMJ3P, NUMJ4 
DZDSQU(LJ) = 1.0 
DZDNU(L,J) = SLOPE2 
X(LJ) = FLOAT(J)*H 
Z(1,J) = FLOAT(D*H + SLOPE2*FLOAT(J)*H + CEPT4 

19 CONTINUE 

C*** OMEGA 8 
DO 21 1=0, NUMIT 
DO 21 J= NUMIJ4P, NUMJ5 
DZDSQU(LJ) = 1.0 
DZDNU(L,J) = 0.0 
X(,J) = FLOAT(J)*H 
Z(1,J) = FLOAT(D*H 

21 CONTINUE 
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RETURN 

END 

C*** DETERMINES VELOCITY AND VELOCITY DERIVATIVE AT EACH POINT *** 

SUBROUTINE ADVEC(DFLOW, SLOPE1, SLOPE2, X1, X3, H, 
$ NUMIB, NUMIT, NUMJ1, NUMJ2, NUMJ3, NUMJ4, NUMJ5, NUMJIP, 
$ NUMJ2P, NUMJ3P, NUMJ4P, Z1, Z3, Z4, U, NUMBP1) 

REAL U((NUMIB-1):NUMIT, -1:NUMJ5) 
REAL WATDEP, POOLDP 

C*** PARAMETERS FOR ADVECTION AND ADVECTION DERIVATIVE CALCULATION *** 
WATDEP = ZA - Z3 
POOLDP = Z4 - Z1 

U(NUMIB.,-1) = 0.0 

DO 95 J=0, NUMJS 
U(NUMIB-1),J) = 0.0 
UCNUMIB,J) = 0.0 

95 CONTINUE 

DO 97 I= NUMBP1, NUMIT 

DO 99 J=-1, NUMJ1 
Ud,J) = DFLOW/WATDEP 

99 CONTINUE 

DO 31 J= NUMJ4P, NUMJ5 
Ud,J) = DFLOW/WATDEP 

31 CONTINUE 

DO 33 J= NUMJ1P, NUMJ2 
Ud,J) = DFLOW/(WATDEP - SLOPE1*(FLOAT(J)*H - X1)) 

33. CONTINUE 

DO 35 J = NUMJ2P, NUMJ3 
Ud,J) = DFLOW/POOLDP 

35 CONTINUE 

DO 37 J= NUMJ3P, NUMJ4 
Ud,J) = DFLOW/(POOLDP - (SLOPE2*(FLOAT(J)*H - X3))) 

37 CONTINUE 
97 CONTINUE 
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RETURN 

END 

c*** CALCULATES SETTLING VELOCITY FOR DISCRETE PARTICLE *** 

SUBROUTINE SETTLE(DIAM, SPEC, VEL, N) 

REAL DIAM(N), VEL(N), VCHECK, RN, CDH, SPEC(N) 

DO 17] =1,N 
VEL(I) = (SPEC(I) - 1.0)*999.0*9.81/(18.0*1.002*10**(-3.0)) 
$*DIAM(I)**2 

19 RN=RE(VEL, DIAM, N, I) 
CDH = CD(RN) 
VCHECK = SQRT(DIAM(I)*(SPEC(I)-1.0)*9.81*4.0/(3.0*CDH)) 
IF (ABS((VEL(D - VCHECK)/VEL(D) .GT. 0.05) THEN 
VEL(I) = VCHECK 
GOTO 19 
ENDIF 

C*** PUTS VELOCITY IN CM/SEC *** 
VEL(D = VEL(D*100 

17 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 

FUNCTION CD(RN) 
REAL CD, RN 
IF (RN .GT. 10000) THEN 
CD = 0.4 
ELSEIF (RN .LT. 10000 -AND. RN .GE. 1.0) THEN 
CD = 24.0/RN + 3.0/SQRT(RN) + 0.34 
ELSE 
CD = 24.0/RN 
ENDIF 
RETURN 
END 

FUNCTION RE(VEL, DIAM, N, I) 
REAL VEL(N), DIAM(N) 
INTEGER I 
RE = VEL())*DIAM(1)*997006.0 
RETURN 
END 
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C*** CALCULATES REACTION RATE CONSTANTS *** 

SUBROUTINE RATE(NUMJ5, NUMJ1P, NUMIB, KORG, KAMM, KNIT, 
$ NUMJ1) 

REAL KORG(0:NUMJ5), KAMM(0:NUMIB, 0:NUMJ5), KNIT(O:NUMIB 

$ 0:NUMJ5) 

REAL TEMPC, TEMPK, PH, DENS 

WRITE (*,*) 'WHAT IS THE SOIL TEMPERATURE IN C, RANGE 15-30’ 
READ (*,*) TEMPC 
WRITE (*,*) ‘WHAT IS THE SOIL DENSITY IN G PER CUBIC CM' 
READ (*,*) DENS 
WRITE (*,*) 'WHAT IS THE SOIL PH, RANGE 4-8.4' 
READ (*,*) PH 
WRITE (*,44) 
FORMAT (‘HOW MANY INCREMENTS BELOW THE INTERFACE'/ARE CONSIDERED 
$TO BE AEROBIC’) 
READ (*,*) OXDEP 
WRITE (*,*) 'WHAT IS THE MAXIMUM RATE OF NITRIFICATION IN MICROGRA 
$MS PER CUBIC CM SOIL PER DAY’ 
READ (*,*) KAMMMX A

Q
A
A
N
A
A
B
A
A
A
A
N
A
N
A
N
 

DATA TEMPC, DENS, PH, OXDEP, KAMMMX/30, 1, 7, 2, 5/ 

C*** PARAMETERS FOR RATE CALCULATION *** 
OXDEP = NUMIB - OXDEP 
ANOXDP = OXDEP - 1 
TEMPK = TEMPC + 273 
NUMBM1 = NUMIB - 1 

DO 5J=0, NUMJ5 
C*** GIVES KORG IN WEEKS“(-1) *** 

KORG(J) = 10.0**(6.16-(2299.0/TEMPK)) 
C*** GIVES KORG IN SEC(-1) *** 

KORG() = KORG(J)/604800.0 
5 CONTINUE 

c*** CALCULATES NITRIFICATION CONSTANT, KAMM, AND DENITRIFICATION 
C*** CONSTANT, KNIT, IN SEC(-1) *** 

DO 6 J= NUMJ1P, NUMJ5 
KAMM(NUMIB, J) = (KAMMMX*((0.034686)*TEMPC-.062)*2.3413534** 

$ (PH - 8.4))/86400 
KNIT(NUMIB, J) = 0.0 

6 CONTINUE 

DO 11 I = OXDEP, NUMIB 
DO 11 J=0, NUMJ1 
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KAMM(I, J) = (KAMMMX*((0.034686)* TEMPC-.062)*2.34 13534** 
$ (PH - 8.4))/86400 
KNIT(I, J) = 0.0 

11 CONTINUE 

DO 71 =0, ANOXDP 
DO7J=0, NUMI1 
KAMM(LJ) = 0.0 
KNIT(L,J) = 2.09568*(PH-3.8 1)*EXP(.0424*TEMPC)/(86400*DENS) 

7 CONTINUE 

DO 9 1=0, NUMBM1 
DO 9 J= NUMJIP, NUMJ5 
KAMM(LJ) = 0.0 
KNIT(LJ) = 2.09568*(PH-3.81)*EXP(.0424*TEMPC)/(86400*DENS) 

9 CONTINUE 

RETURN 

END 

C*** CREATES INTERACTION AND RESPONSE COEFFICIENTS FOR SEDIMENTATION 
C SOLUTION *** 

SUBROUTINE INTACI(R1, LAM2, U, DZDSQU, DZDNU, 
$ NUMIB, NUMIT, NUMJ5, VEL, NPART) 

REAL R1(NUMIB:NUMIT,0:NUM5J5,4), 
$ U(CNUMIB-1):NUMIT,-1:NUMJ5), VEL(NPART), 
$ DZDSQU(0:NUMIT,0:NUMJ5), DZDNU(O:NUMIT,0:NUMJ5), LAM2 

DO 5 J=0, NUMI5 
DO 5 I= NUMIB, NUMIT 
R1(LJ,1) = (1-LAM2*U(,J+LAM2*U(LJ)*DZDNU(I,J)/DZDSQU(LJ)- 
$ LAM2*VEL(1)/DZDSQU(LJ) 
R1(LJ,2) = LAM2*U(1,(J-1)) 
R1(LJ,3) = -LAM2*U((-1),J)*DZDNU(I,J/DZDSQU(LJ) 
R1(1,J,4) = LAM2*VEL(1)/DZDSQU(L)) 

5 CONTINUE 

RETURN 

END 

C*** CREATES INTERACTION MATRICES FOR EQN 2 & 3 *** 

SUBROUTINE INTAC2(NUMIB, NUMBP1, NUMIT, NUMJ3, 
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$ NUMJ3P, NUMJ4, NUMJ4P, NUMJ5, NUMBM1, DZDSQU, DZDNU, U,R, 
$ LAM, DAMWAT, DAMSED, DNIWAT, DNISED, R2SQU, 
$ R2NU, R3NU, R3SQU, B2NU, B2SQU, B3NU, B3SQU, 
$ NUMSM1, SLOPE2, NUMTM1, LAM3) 

REAL R2SQU(0:NUMIT,0:NUMJ5,4), RZENU(O:NUMIT,0O:NUMJ5,4), 
$R3SQU(0:NUMIT,0:NUMJ5,4), R3NU(O:NUMIT,0O:NUM5J5,4), 
$B3SQU(0:NUMIT,0:NUMJS,4), B3NU(O:NUMIT,0:NUM9J5,4), 
$B2SQU(0:NUMIT,0:NUMJ5,4), B2ZNU(O:NUMIT,0:NUMJ5,4), 
$SU(NUMBMIL:NUMIT,-1:NUM9J5), 
$DZDNU(0:NUMIT,0:NUMJ5), DZDSQU(0:NUMIT,0:NUMJ5), 
$LAM, LAM3 

C*** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS FOR Z DIRECTION *** 

DO 3 J=0, NUMJ5 

B2SQU(0,J,3) = 2*DAMSED/(1+R)*(-LAM)*(1-DZDNU(0,J)**2)/ 

$ DZDSQU(0.J)**2 

B2SQU(0,J,2) = 2*DAMSED/(1+R)*LAM*(1-DZDNU(0,J)**2)/DZDSQU(0,J)**2 
$+2 

B2SQU(0,J,1) = 0.0 

B2SQU(NUMIT,J,1) = -2*LAM*DAMWAT*(1-DZDNU(NUMIT,J)*¥*2)/ 

$ DZDSQU(NUMIT,J)**2 

B2SQU(NUMIT,J,2) = 2*-DAMWAT*LAM*(1-DZDNU(NUMIT,J)**2)/ 

$ DZDSQU(NUMIT,J)**2 + 2 

B2SQU(NUMIT,J,3) = 0.0 

B3SQU(0,J,3) = 2*DNISED*(-LAM)*(1-DZDNU(0,J)**2)/ 
$ DZDSQU(0,J)**2 
B3SQU(0,J,2) = 2*DNISED*LAM*(1-DZDNU(0,J)**2)/DZDSQU(0,J)**2 

$+2 
B3SQU(0,J,1) = 0.0 

B3SQU(NUMIT,J,1) = -2*LAM*DNIWAT*(1-DZDNU(NUMIT,J)**2)/ 

$ DZDSQU(NUMIT,J)**2 

B3SQU(NUMIT,J,2) = 2*DNIWAT*LAM*(1-DZDNU(NUMIT,J)**2)/ 

$ DZDSQU(NUMIT,J)**2 + 2 

B3SQU(NUMIT,J,3) = 0.0 

C*#** NOMINAL MATRIX COEFFICIENTS *** 
DO 5I= 1, NUMBM1 
B2SQU(.J,1) = DAMSED/(1+R)*(-LAM)*(1-DZDNU(L,J)**2)/ 
$DZDSQU(,)J)**2 
B2SQU(LJ,2) = 2*DAMSED/(1+R)*(LAM)*(1-DZDNU(LJ)**2)/ 
$DZDSQU(I,J)**2+ 2 
B2SQU(LJ,3) = DAMSED/(1+R)*(-LAM)*(1-DZDNU(I,)J)**2)/ 
$DZDSQU(L,J)**2 
B3SQU(LJ,1) = DNISED*(-LAM)*(1-DZDNU(LJ)**2)/DZDSQU(LJ)**2 
B3SQU(LJ,2) = 2*DNISED*(LAM)*(1-DZDNU(LJ)**2)/ 
S$DZDSQU(I,J)**2 +2 
B3SQU(LJ,3) = DNISED*(-LAM)*(1-DZDNU(I,J)**2)/DZDSQU(LJ)**2 
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5 

7 
3 

CONTINUE 

DO 7I= NUMBP1, NUMTM1 

B2SQU(LJ,1) = -LAM*DAMWAT*(1-DZDNU(L,J)**2)/DZDSQU(LJ)**2 
B2SQUU.,J,2) = 2*DAMSED*(LAM)*(1-DZDNU(L,J)**2)/DZDSQU(,J)**2 

$+ 2 

B2SQU(LJ,3) = -LAM*DAMWAT*(1-DZDNU(LJ)**2)/DZDSQU(L,J)**2 
B3SQU,J,1) = -LAM*DNIWAT*(1-DZDNU(,J)**2)/DZDSQU(LJ)**2 

B3SQU(LJ,2) = 2*DNIWAT*(LAM)*(1-DZDNU(LJ)**2)/DZDSQU(LJ)**2 
$+ 2 

B3SQU(LJ,3) = -LAM*DNIWAT*(1-DZDNU(L,J)**2)/DZDSQU(L,J)**2 

CONTINUE 

CONTINUE 

C*** RIGHT SIDE VECTOR COEFFICIENTS *** 

11 

DO 9 J =0, NUMJ5 
DO 111=0, NUMIB 
R2SQU(LJ,1) = LAM*DAMSED((1+R) 
R2SQU(L,J,2) = 2 - 2*LAM*DAMSED(/(1+R) 
R2SQU(LJ,3) = LAM*DAMSED((1+R) 
R2NU(LJ,1) = LAM*DAMSED((1+R)*(1-DZDNU(1,J)**2)/DZDSQU(,J)**2 
R2NU(LJ,2) = 2 - 2*LAM*DAMSED((1+R)*(1-DZDNU(I,J)**2)/ 

$ DZDSQU(LJ)**2 
R2NU(LJ,3) = LAM*DAMSED((1+R)*(1-DZDNU(L,J)**2)/DZDSQU(L,J)**2 
R3SQU(LJ,1) = LAM*DNISED 
R3SQU(LJ,2) = 2 - 2*LAM*DNISED 
R3SQU(L,J,3) = LAM*DNISED 
R3NU(LJ,1) = LAM*DNISED*(1-DZDNU(LJ)**2)/DZDSQU(J)**2 
R3NU(LJ,2) = 2 - 2*LAM*DNISED*(1-DZDNU(I,J)**2)/ 
$ DZDSQU(LJ)**2 
R3NU(LJ,3) = LAM*DNISED*(1-DZDNU(LJ)**2)/DZDSQU(,J)**2 
CONTINUE 

DO 13 I= NUMBP1, NUMIT 
R2SQU(1,J,1) = LAM*DAMWAT + LAM3*U(L,(-1)) 
R2SQU(LJ,2) = 2 - 2*LAM*DAMWAT +LAM3*U(LJ) 
$ *(DZDNU(LJ/DZDSQU()-1) 
R2SQU(LJ,3) = LAM*DAMWAT 
R2SQU(LJ.4) = -LAM3*U((I-1),J)*DZDNU(LJ)/DZDSQU(LD) 
R2NU(LJ,1) = LAM*DAMWAT*(1-DZDNU(I,J)**2)/DZDSQU(LJ)**2 
$ - U(d-1),J)*(DZDNU(L,)/DZDSQU,J)*LAM3 
R2NU(LJ,2) = 2 - 2*LAM*DAMWAT*(1-DZDNU(LJ)**2)/ 
$ DZDSQU(LJ)**2 + LAM3*U(1,J)*((DZDNU(LJ)/DZDSQU(LJ)-1) 
R2NU(LJ,3) = LAM*DAMWAT*(1-DZDNU(I,J)**2)/DZDSQU(LJ)**2 
R2NU(LJ,4) = LAM3*U(L(J-1)) 
R3SQU(LJ,1) = LAM*DNIWAT + LAM3*U(L,(J-1)) 
R3SQU(LJ,2) = 2 - 2*LAM*DNIWAT + LAM3*U(1,J) 
$ *(DZDNU(L,)/DZDSQUGL,))-1) 
R3SQU(LJ,3) = LAM*DNIWAT 
R3SQU(LJ,4) = -LAM3*U((I-1),J)*DZDNU(LJ/DZDSQU(I,)) 
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R3NU(LJ,1) = LAM*DNIWAT*(1-DZDNU(L,J)**2)/DZDSQU(L,J)**2 
$ - U((-1),J)*(DZDNU(I,J)/DZDSQU(,))*LAM3 
R3NU(LJ,2) = 2 - 2*LAM*DNIWAT*(1-DZDNU(L)**2)/ 
$ DZDSQU(I,J)**2 + LAM3*U(1,J)*((DZDNU(L,J/DZDSQU(L,J)-1)) 
R3NU(LJ,3) = LAM*DNIWAT*(1-DZDNU(LJ)**2)/DZDSQU(,))**2 
R3NU(LJ,4) = LAM3*U(1,(-1)) 

13. CONTINUE 
9 CONTINUE 

C*** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS FOR THE X DIRECTION *** 
DO 151 =0, NUMIB 
B2NU(L,0,1) = 0.0 
B2NU(I0,2) = 2 + 2*LAM*DAMSED(/(1+R) 
B2NU(I,0,3) = -2*LAM*DAMSED/(14R) 
B2NU(,NUMJ5,1) = -2*LAM*DAMSED((1+R) 
B2NU(I.NUMI5,2) = 2 + 2*LAM+DAMSED((1+R) 
B2NU(I,NUMJ5,3) = 0.0 
B3NU(L0,1) = 0.0 
B3NU(L0,2) = 2 + 2*LAM*DNISED 
B3NU(L0,3) = -2*LAM*DNISED 
B3NU(I,.NUMJS5,1) = -2*LAM*DNISED 
B3NU(I,NUMI5,2) = 2 + 2*LAM+DNISED 
B3NU(I,NUMJ5,3) = 0.0 

C*** NOMINAL MATRIX COEFFICIENTS *** 
DO 17 J = 1, NUM5MI1 
B2NU(LJ,1) = -LAM*DAMSED((1+R) 
B2NU(LJ,2) = LAM*DAMSED((1+R)*2 + 2 
B2NU(LJ,3) = -LAM*DAMSED/(1+R) 
B3NU(LJ,1) = -LAM*DNISED 
B3NU(LJ,2) = LAM*DNISED*2 + 2 
B3NU(LJ,3) = -LAM*DNISED 

17 CONTINUE 
15 CONTINUE 

C*** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS IN THE X DIRECTION 
DO 19 [= NUMBP1, NUMIT 
B2NU(I,0,1) = 0.0 
B2NU(L,0,2) = 2.0 + 2*LAM*DAMWAT 
B2NU(I,0,3) = -LAM*DAMWAT 
B2NU(,.NUMJ5,1) = 0.0 
B2NU(,NUMJS,2) = 2.0 
B2NU(,.NUMJ5,3) = 0.0 
B3NU(I,0,1) = 0.0 
B3NU(L,0,2) = 2.0 + 2*LAM*DNIWAT 
B3NU(,0,3) = -LAM*DNIWAT 
B3NU(I,NUMJ5,1) = 0.0 
B3NU(ILNUMSJ5,2) = 2.0 
B3NU(I,NUMJ5,3) = 0.0 

C*** NOMINAL MATRIX COEFFICIENTS *** 
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DO 21 J=1, NUMS5M1 
B2NU(,J,1) = -LAM*DAMWAT 
B2NU(I,J,2) = LAM*DAMWAT*2 + 2.0 
B2NU(,J,3) = -LAM*DAMWAT 
B3NU(L,J,1) = -LAM*DNIWAT 
B3NU(,J,2) = LAM*DNIWAT*2 + 2.0 
B3NU(J,3) = -LAM*DNIWAT 

21 CONTINUE 
19 CONTINUE 

DO 23 J = 0, NUMJ3 
B2SQU(NUMIB,J,1) = (1-DAMSED/DAMWAT)*(-LAM)*DAMSED/(1+R)* 

$ (1-DZDNU(NUMIB.J)**2)/DZDSQU(NUMIB.J)**2 
B2SQU(NUMIB.J,2) = (2 + 2*LAM*DAMSED/(1+R)*(1-DZDNU(NUMIB,J)**2)/ 

$ DZDSQU(NUMIB,J)**2) - (LAM*DAMSED/(1+R)*(1-DZDNU(NUMIB,J)**2)/ 
$ DZDSQU(NUMIB.J)**2)*(DAMSED + DAMWAT)(-DAMWAT) 
B2SQU(NUMIB,J,3) = 0.0 
B3SQU(NUMIB,J,1) = (1-DNISED/DNIWAT)* (-LAM)*DNISED* 

$ (1-DZDNU(NUMIB,J)**2)/DZDSQU(NUMIB,J)**2 
B3SQU(NUMIB,J,2) = (2 + 2*LAM*DNISED*(1-DZDNU(NUMIB,J)**2)/ 

$ DZDSQU(NUMIB,]J)**2) - (-LAM*DNISED*(1-DZDNU(NUMBB,J)**2)/ 
$ DZDSQU(NUMIB,J)**2)*(DNISED + DNIWAT)/((-DNIWAT) 
B3SQU(NUMIB,J,3) = 0.0 

23 CONTINUE 

DO 25 J= NUMIJ3P, NUMJ4 
B2SQU(NUMIB,J,1) = (1-(DAMSED+DAMWAT*SLOPE2*DZDNU(NUMIB.J))/ 

$ (DAMWAT+DAMSED*SLOPE2*DZDNU(NUMIB,J)))*(-LAM*DAMSED)/(1+R)* 
$ (1-DZDNU(NUMIB.J)**2)/DZDSQU(NUMIB.J)**2 
B2SQU(NUMIB,J,2) = (DAMSED+DAMWAT)*(1+SLOPE2*DZDNU(NUMIB.))/ 
$ (DAMWAT + DAMSED*SLOPE2*DZDNU(NUMIB,J))*(-LAM)*DAMSED/(1+R)* 
$ (1-DZDNU(NUMIB,J)**2)/DZDSQU(NUMIB,J)**2 + (2+2*LAM*DAMSED/(1+R)* 
$ (1-DZDNU(NUMIB,J)**2)/DZDSQU(NUMIB.J)**2) 
B2SQU(NUMIB,J,3) = 0.0 
B3SQU(NUMBB,J,1) = (1-(DNISED+DNIW AT*SLOPE2*DZDNU(NUMIB.J))/ 
$ (DNIWAT+DNISED*SLOPE2*DZDNU(NUMIB,J)))*(-LAM*DNISED)* 
$ (1-DZDNU(NUMIB,J)**2)/DZDSQU(NUMIB,J)**2 
B3SQU(NUMIB.J,2) = (DNISED+DNIWAT)*(1+SLOPE2*DZDNU(NUMIB,J))/ 
$ (DNIWAT + DNISED*SLOPE2*DZDNU(NUMIB,J))*(-LAM)*DNISED* 
$ (1-DZDNU(NUMIB,J)**2)/DZDSQU(NUMIB,J)**2 + (2+2*LAM*DNISED* 
$ (1-DZDNU(NUMIB,J)**2)/DZDSQU(NUMIB.J)**2) 
B3SQU(NUMIB,J,3) = 0.0 

25 CONTINUE 

DO 27 J= NUMJ4P, NUMJ5 
B2SQU(NUMIB,J,1) = (1-DAMSED/DAMWAT)* (-LAM)*DAMSED/(1+R)* 
$ (1-DZDNU(NUMIB,J)**2)/DZDSQU(NUMIB,J)**2 
B2SQU(NUMIB.J,2) = (2 + 2*LAM*DAMSED((1+R)*(1-DZDNU(NUMIB,J)**2)/ 

$ DZDSQU(NUMIB,J)**2) - (LAM*DAMSED/(1+R)*(1-DZDNU(NUMIB,J)**2)/ 
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$ DZDSQU(NUMIB,J)**2)*(DAMSED + DAMWAT)/(-DAMWAT) 
B2SQU(NUMIB,J,3) = 0.0 
B3SQU(NUMIB,J,1) = (1-DNISED/DNIWAT)* (-LAM)*DNISED* 
$ (1-DZDNU(NUMIB,]J)**2)/DZDSQU(NUMIB,J)**2 
B3SQU(NUMIB,J,2) = (2 + 2*LAM*DNISED*(1-DZDNU(NUMIB,J)**2)/ 

$ DZDSQU(NUMIB,J)**2) - (LAM*DNISED*(1-DZDNU(NUMIB,J)**2)/ 
$ DZDSQU(NUMIB,J)**2)*(DNISED + DNIWAT)/(-DNIWAT) 
B3SQU(NUMIB,J,3) = 0.0 

27 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END 

C*** THE FOLLOWING SUBROUTINES ARE CALLED CONTINUOUSLY DURING 
C THE SIMULATION PERIOD *** 

C*** CALCULATES RESPONSE VECTOR FOR HALF TIME STEP FOR EQN 2 & 3 *** 

SUBROUTINE R23HA(NUMJ1, NUMIB, NUMBP1, NUMIT, NUMJ2P, NUMJ3, 
$ NUMJ3P, NUMJ4, NUMJ4P, NUMJ5, NUMBM1, DZDSQU, DZDNU, R, 
$ LAM, DAMWAT, DAMSED, DNIWAT, DNISED, R2SQU, 
$ R3SQU, B2SQU, B3SQU, NUMJ2, NUMIJIP, 
$ SLOPE1, SLOPE2, DELTAM, DELTNI, CAMWH, CNIWH) 

REAL R2SQU(Q:NUMIT,0:NUMIS,4), 
$R3SQU(0:NUMIT,0O:NUMI5,4), B3SQU(0:NUMIT,0:NUMIJ5S,4), 
$B2SQU(0:NUMIT,0:NUMJ5,4), DZDNU(0:NUMIT,0:NUMJ5), 
$DZDSQU(0:NUMIT,0:NUMJ5), CAMWH(0:NUMIT,-1:(NUMJ5+1)), 
$CNIWH(0:NUMIT,-1:(NUMJ5+1)), LAM, DELTAM(0:NUMIB,0:NUMJ5), 
$DELTNI(O:NUMIB.0:NUMJ5) 

DO 1J=0, NUMJ1 
DO 31 =0, NUMIB 
B2SQU(LJ,4) = R2SQU(LJ,1)*CAMWH(L,(J-1)) + R2SQU(LJ,2)* 

$ CAMWH(LJ) + R2SQU(LJ,3)*CAMWH(L,(J+1)) - DELTAM(L,D/(1+R) 
B3SQU(LJ,4) = R3SQU(LJ,1)*CNIWH(L(J-1)) + R3SQU(LJ,2)* 
$ CNIWH(LJ) + R3SQU(LJ,3)*CNIWH(,(J+1)) - DELTNI(I,J) 
$ + 3.44*DELTAM(LJ) 

3. CONTINUE 
DO 5 1=NUMBP1, NUMIT 
B2SQU(LJ,4) = R2SQU(LJ,1)*CAMWH(L(-1) + R2SQU(LI,2)* 
$ CAMWH(LJ) + R2SQU(L,J,3)*CAMWH(L(J+1)) + R2SQU(LJ,4)* 
$ CAMWH((I-1),J) 
B3SQU(LJ,4) = R3SQU(,J.1)*CNIWH(L(J-1)) + R3SQU(LJ,2)* 
$ CNIWH(LJ) + R3SQU(LJ,3)*CNIWH(L,(J+1)) + R3SQU(LJ,4)* 
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5 
1 

$ CNIWH((I-1),J) 

CONTINUE 

CONTINUE 

DO 7 J = NUMJ2P, NUMJ3 
DO 9 I= 0, NUMIB 
B2SQU(LJ,4) = R2SQU(LJ,1)*CAMWH(L,(J-1)) + R2SQU(LJ,2)* 
$ CAMWH(LJ) + R2SQU(LJ,3)*CAMWH(L,(J+1)) - DELTAM(LJ)/(14+R) 
B3SQU(LJ,4) = R3SQU(.J,1)*CNIWH(L(J-1)) + R3SQU(LJ,2)* 
$ CNIWH(LJ) + R3SQU(LJ,3)*CNIWH(1,(J+1)) - DELTNI(,J) 
$ + 3.44*DELTAM(,J) 
CONTINUE 
DO 11 I= NUMBP1, NUMIT 
B2SQU(LJ.4) = R2SQU(LJ,1)*CAMWH(L,(J-1)) + R2SQU(LJ,2)* 
$ CAMWH(L,)J) + R2SQU(.J,3)*CAMWH(L(J+1)) 
$ + R2SQU(LJ,4)*CAMWH((I-1),J) 
B3SQU(LJ,4) = R3SQU(LJ,1)*CNIWH(L(-1)) + R3SQU(LJ,2)* 
$ CNIWH(LJ) + R3SQU(LJ,3)*CNIWH(L(J+1)) 
$ + R3SQU(LJ,4)*CNIWH((I-1),J) 

11 CONTINUE 
7 CONTINUE 

DO 13 J= NUMJ4P, NUMJ5 
DO 151=0, NUMIB 
B2SQU(LJ,4) = R2SQU(LJ,1)*CAMWH(L,(J-1)) + R2SQU(LJ,2)* 
$ CAMWH(LJ) + R2SQU(LJ,3)*CAMWH(L(J+1)) - DELTAM(LD/(14+R) 
B3SQU(LJ,4) = R3SQU(LJ,1)*CNIWH(L(J-1)) + R3SQU(LJ,2)* 
$ CNIWH(LJ) + R3SQU(L,J,3)*CNIWH(L,(J+1)) - DELTNIG,J) 
$ + 3.44*DELTAM(L,J) 

15 CONTINUE 
DO 17 1= NUMBP1, NUMIT 
B2SQU(LJ,4) = R2SQU(LJ,1)*CAMWH(L,(J-1)) + R2SQU(LJ,2)* 

$ CAMWH(LJ) + R2SQU(J,3)*CAMWH(L(J+ 1)) 
$ + R2SQU(LJ,4)*CAMWH((I-1),J) 
B3SQU(LJ,4) = R3SQU(LJ,1)*CNIWH(L,(J-1)) + R3SQU(LJ,2)* 
$ CNIWH(LJ) + R3SQUG,J,3)*CNIWH(L,(J+1)) 
$ + R3SQU(L,J,4)*CNIWH((I-1),J) 

17. CONTINUE 
13. CONTINUE 

DO 19 J= NUMJ1P, NUMJ2 
B2SQU(0,J,4) = R2SQU(0,J,1)*CAMWH(0,(J-1)) + R2SQU(0,J,2)* 
$ CAMWH(0,J) + R2SQU(0,J,3)*CAMWH(0,+1)) - DELTAM(0,J)/(1+R) 
$ - (-LAM)*DAMSED/(1+R)*(1-DZDNU(0,J)**2)/DZDSQU(0,J)**2* 
$ (SLOPE1*(CAMWH(0,(J-1))-CAMWH(0,(+ 1))))*DZDSQU(O.J)/ 

$ (1+SLOPE1*DZDNU(0,J)) 
B3SQU(0,J,4) = R3SQU(0,J,1)*CNIWH(0,(J-1)) + R3SQU(0,J,2)* 
$ CNIWH(0,J) + R3SQU(0,J,3)*CNIWH(0,+1)) - DELTNI(O.J) 
$ + 3.44*DELTAM(O0,J) 
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$ - (LAM)*DNISED*(1-DZDNU(0,J)**2)/DZDSQU(0,J)**2* 
$ (SLOPE1*(CNIWH(0,(J-1))-CNIWH(0,(J+1))))*DZDSQU(0,J)/ 
$ (14SLOPE1*DZDNU(0,J)) 
DO 21 I= 1, NUMBM1 
B2SQU(LJ,4) = R2SQU(LJ,1)*CAMWH(L(J-1)) + R2SQU(LJ,2)* 
$ CAMWH(LJ) + R2SQU(LJ,3)*CAMWH(L(J+1)) - DELTAM(LJ)/(1+R) 
B3SQU(LJ,4) = R3SQUA,J,1)*CNIWH(L,(J-1)) + R3SQU(LJ,2)* 
$ CNIWH(LJ) + R3SQU(LJ,3)*CNIWH(L(J+1) - DELTNI(LJ) 
$ + 3.44*DELTAM(L,J) 

21 CONTINUE 
DO 23 I= NUMBP1, NUMIT 
B2SQU(LJ,4) = R2SQU(LJ,1L)*CAMWH((J-1)) + R2SQU(LJ,2)* 
$ CAMWH(LJ) + R2SQUG,J,3)*CAMWH(L(J+1)) 
$ + R2SQU(LJ,4)*CAMWH((I-1).J) 
B3SQU(LJ,4) = R3SQU(LJ,1)*CNIWH(L,(-1)) + R3SQU(LJ,2)* 
$ CNIWH(LJ) + R3SQUGJ,3)*CNIWH(L(J+D) 
$ + R3SQU(LJ,4)*CNIWH((1-1),J) 

23 CONTINUE 
B2SQU(NUMIB.J,4) = R2SQU(NUMIB,J,1)*CAMWH(NUMBB,(J-1)) + 

$ R2SQU(NUMIB.J,2)*CAMWH(NUMIB,J) + R2SQU(NUMIB.J,3)* 
$ CAMWH(NUMIB,(J+1)) - DELTAM(NUMIB,J)/(14+R) - LAM*DAMSED/(1+R)* 
$ (1-DZDNU(NUMIB,]J)**2)/DZDSQU(NUMIB,J)**2*(DAMSED*SLOPE1* 
$ (CAMWH(NUMIB,J)-CAMWH(NUMIB,(J-1)))}+DAMWAT*SLOPE1* 
$ (CAMWH(NUMIB,J)-CAMWH(NUMEIB,(J+1))))/(DAMWAT*(14+SLOPE1* 
$ DZDNU(NUMIB,J))/DZDSQU(NUMIB.J)) 
B3SQU(NUMIB,J,4) = R3SQU(NUMIB, J, 1)*CNIWH(NUMIB,(J-1)) 
$+ R3SQU(NUMIB.J,2)*CNIWH(NUMIB,J) + R3SQU(NUMIB.J,3) 
$*CNIWH(NUMIB,(J+1)) - DELTNI(NUMIB,J) + 3.44*DELTAM(NUMIB,J) 
$ - LAM*DNISED* 
$ (1-DZDNU(NUMIB,]J)**2)/DZDSQU(NUMIB. J)**2*(DNISED*SLOPE1* 
$ (CNIWH(NUMIB,J)-CNIWH(NUMIB,(J-1)))+DNIW AT*SLOPE1 * 
$ (CNIWH(NUMIB,J)-CNIWH(NUMIB (J+1))))/(DNIWAT*(1+SLOPE1* 
$ DZDNU(NUMIB,J))/DZDSQU(NUMIB,))) 

19 CONTINUE 

DO 25 J= NUMJ3P, NUMJ4 
B2SQU(0,J,4) = R2SQU(0,J,I)*CAMWH(0,(J-1)) + R2SQU(0,J,2)* 
$ CAMWH(,J) + R2SQU(0,J,3)*CAMWH(0,(J+1)) - DELTAM(0,J)/(1+R) 
$ - (-LAM)*DAMSED/(/(1+R)*(1-DZDNU(0,J)**2)/DZDSQU(0,J)**2* 
$ (SLOPE2*(CAMWH(0,J-1))-CAMWH(0,(J+ 1))))*DZDSQU(0,J/ 
$ (1+SLOPE2*DZDNU(0,J)) 
B3SQU(0,J,4) = R3SQU(0,J,1I)*CNIWH(0,J-1)) + R3SQU(0,J,2)* 
$ CNIWH(0,J) + R3SQU(0,J,3)*CNIWH(0,(J+1)) - DELTNI(O,J) 
$ + 3.44*DELTAM(O,J) 
$ - ((-LAM)*DNISED*(1-DZDNU(0,J)**2)/DZDSQU(0,J)**2* 
$ (SLOPE2*(CNIWH(0,(J-1))-CNIWH(0,J+1))))*DZDSQU(0,J)/ 
$ +SLOPE2*DZDNU(O,J)) 
DO 27 T= 1, NUMBM1 
B2SQU(1.J,4) = R2SQU(L,J,1)*CAMWH(,J-1)) + R2SQUU(I,J,2)* 
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$ CAMWH(LJ) + R2SQU(LJ,3)*CAMWH(L,(J+1)) - DELTAM(L,J/(1+R) 
B3SQU(LJ,4) = R3SQU(,J,)*CNIWH(L,(J-1)) + R3SQU(LJ,2)* 
$ CNIWH(,J) + R3SQU(LJ,3)*CNIWH(L,(J+1)) - DELTNI(J) 
$ + 3.44*DELTAM(LJ) 

27 CONTINUE 
DO 29 I= NUMBP1, NUMIT 
B2SQU(LJ,4) = R2SQU(LJ,1)*CAMWH(L(J-1)) + R2SQU(LJ,2)* 
$ CAMWH(LJ) + R2SQUGJ,3)*CAMWH(L,(J+1)) 
$ + R2SQUG,J,4)*CAMWH((I-1),J) 
B3SQU(LJ,4) = R3SQU(LJ,1I)*CNIWH(L,(J-1)) + R3SQU(L,J,2)* 
$ CNIWH(,J) + R3SQU(J,3)*CNIWH(L,(J+1)) 
$ + R3SQU(LJ,4)*CNIWH((I-1),J) 

29 CONTINUE 
B2SQU(NUMIB,J,4) = R2SQU(NUMBB,J,1)*CAMWH(NUMBB,(J-1)) + 

$ R2SQU(NUMIB,J,2)*CAMWH(NUMIB,J) + R2ESQU(NUMIB,J,3)* 
$ CAMWH(NUMIB,(J+1)) - DELTAM(NUMIB,J)/(1+R) - LAM*DAMSED/(1+R)* 
$ (1-DZDNU(NUMIB,J)**2)/DZDSQU(NUMIB, J)**2*(DAMWAT*SLOPE2* 
$ (CAMWH(NUMIB,J)-CAMWH(NUMIB,(J-1)))+DAMSED*SLOPE2* 
$ (CAMWH(NUMIB,J)-CAMWH(NUMIB,(J+1))))/((DAMSED+DAMWAT*SLOPE2* 
$ DZDNU(NUMIB,J))/DZDSQU(NUMIB,J)) 
B3SQU(NUMIB.J,4) = R3SQU(NUMIB,J,1)*CNIWH(NUMBB,(J-1)) + 
$ R3SQU(NUMIB.J,2)*CNIWH(NUMEIB,J) + R3SQU(NUMIB.J,3)* 
$ CNIWH(NUMIB,(J+1)) - DELTNI(NUMIB,J) 
$ + 3.44*DELTAM(NUMIB,J) - LAM*DNISED* 
$ (1-DZDNU(NUMIB,J)**2)/DZDSQU(NUMIB, J)**2*(DNISED*SLOPE2* 
$ (CNIWH(NUMIB.J)-CNIWH(NUMIB,(J-1)))+DNIW AT*SLOPE2* 
$ (CNIWH(NUMIB,J)-CNIWH(NUMIB ,(J+1))))/((DNISED+DNIW AT*SLOPE2* 
$ DZDNU(NUMIB.J))/DZDSQU(NUMIB,J)) 

25 CONTINUE 

RETURN 

END 

C*** CALCULATES RESPONSE VECTOR FOR WHOLE TIME STEP FOR EQN 2&3 *** 

SUBROUTINE R23WH(NUMJ1, NUMIB, NUMBP1, NUMIT, NUMJ2P, NUMJ3, 
$ NUMJ3P, NUMJ4, NUMJ4P, NUMJ5, NUMBM1, DZDSQU, DZDNU, R, 
$ LAM, DAMWAT, DAMSED, DNIWAT, DNISED, 
$ R2NU, R3NU, B2NU, B3NU, NUMJ2, NUMJIP, 
$ SLOPE1, SLOPE2, DELTAM, DELTNI, CAMHA, CNIHA, CAMWH, 
$ CNIWH, U, LAM3) 

REAL R2NU(0:NUMIT,O:NUMJ5,4), UUNUMBM1:NUMIT,-1:NUMJ5), 
$R3NU(0:NUMIT,0:NUMJ5,4), BBNU(O:NUMIT,O:NUMJ5,4), 
$B2NU(0:NUMIT,0:NUMJ5,4), DZDNU(O:NUMIT,0:NUM3J5), 
$DZDSQU(0:NUMIT,0:NUMJ5), CAMHA(-1:(NUMIT+1),0:NUM9J5), 
$CNIHA(-1:(NUMIT+1),0:NUMJ5), CAMWH(0:NUMIT,-1:(NUMJ5+1)), 
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$CNIWH(0:NUMIT,-1:(NUMJ5+1)), DELTAM(0:NUMIB,0:NUMJ5), 
$DELTNI(O:NUMIB,0:NUMJ5), LAM, LAM3 

DO 1 I1=0, NUMBM1 
DO 1 J=0, NUMJ5 
B2NU(J,4) = R2NUC,J,1)*CAMHA((I-1),J) + R2NU,J,2)* 

$ CAMHA(LJ) + R2NU(I,J,3)*CAMHA((I+1),J) - DELTAM(ID/(1+R) 
B3NU,J,4) = R3NU,J,1)*CNIHA(-1),J) + R3NU,J,2)* 

$ CNIHAC,J) + R3NU(I,J,3)*CNIHA((I+1),J) - DELTNI(J) 
$ + 3.44*DELTAM(LJ) 

1 CONTINUE 

DO 3 I= NUMBP1, NUMIT 
B2NU(0,4) = R2NU(0,1)*CAMHA((I-1),0) + R2NU(L,0,2)* 

$ CAMHA(L,0) + R2NU(I,0,3)*CAMHA((I+1),0) + 
$ (LAM*DAMWAT + LAM3*U(L-1))*CAMWH(L-1) 
B3NU(1,0,4) = R3NU(L0,1)*CNIHA((I-1),0) + R3NU(L,0,2)* 

$ CNIHA(I,0) + R3NU(I,0,3)*CNIHA((I+1),0) + 
$ (LAM*DNIWAT + LAM3*U(,-1))*CNIWH(,-1) 
DO 3 J=1, NUMI5 
B2NU(LJ,4) = R2NU(IJ,1)*CAMHA((I-1),J) + R2NU(LJ,2)* 

$ CAMWH(LJ) + RINUG,J,3)*CAMHA((I+1),J) 
$ + RINU(LJ,4)*CAMHA(L(J-1)) 
B3NU(LJ,4) = R3NU(LJ,1)*CNIHA((I-1),J) + R3NU(LJ,2)* 

$ CNIWH(L,J) + R3NU(LJ,3)*CNIHA ((I+1),J) 
$ + R3NU(LJ,4)*CNIHA(L(J-1)) 

3. CONTINUE 

DO 5 J=0, NUMIJ1 
B2NU(NUMEIB.J,4) = RZNU(NUMIB,J,1)*CAMHA((NUMIB-1),J) + 

$ RZNU(NUMIB,J,2)*CAMHA(NUMIB,J) + R2NU(NUMIB,J,3)* 
$ CAMHA((NUMIB+1),J) - DELTAM(NUMIB,J)(14R) 
B3NU(NUMIB,J,4) = R3NU(NUMBB,J,1)*CNIHA((NUMIB-1),J) + 

$ R3NU(NUMIB,J,2)*CNIHA(NUMIB,J) + R3NU(NUMIB,J,3)* 
$ CNIHA((NUMIB+1),J) - DELTNI(NUMIB,J) + 3.44*DELTAM(NUMIB,J) 

5 CONTINUE 

DO 7 J= NUMJIP, NUMJ2 
B2NU(NUMIB,J,4) = R2NU(NUMIB,J,3)*(-CAMHA(NUMBB,J) 

$ *(-DAMSED-DAMWAT)/DAMWAT - CAMHA((NUMIB-1),J)*DAMSED/DAMWAT 
$ - (DAMSED*SLOPE1 *(CAMHA(NUMIB,J) - CAMHA(NUMIB,(J-1)))+ 
$ DAMWAT*SLOPE1*(CAMHA(NUMIB,J) - CAMHA(NUMIB,(J+1))))/ 
$ (DAMWAT*(1+SLOPE1 *DZDNU(NUMIB,J))/DZDSQU(NUMIB,)))) 
$ + RZNU(NUMIB,J,2)*CAMWH(NUMIB, J) + R2NU(NUMIB,J,1)* 
$ CAMWH((NUMIB-1),J) - DELTAM(NUMIB,J)/(1+R) 
B3NU(NUMIB,J,4) = R3NU(NUMIB,J,3)*(-CNIHA(NUMIB,J) 

$ *(-DNISED-DNIWAT)/DNIWAT - CNIHA((NUMIB-1),J)*DNISED/DNIW AT 
$ - (DNISED*SLOPE1*(CNIHA(NUMIB, J) - CNIHA(NUMIB.,(J-1)))}+ 
$ DNIWAT*SLOPE1*(CNIHA(NUMIB,J) - CNIHA(NUMIB,(+1))))/ 
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$ (DNIWAT*(1+SLOPE1*DZDNU(NUMIB,J))/DZDSQU(NUMIB,J))) 
$ + R3NU(NUMLB,J,2)*CNIWH(NUMIB,J) + R3NU(NUMIB.,J,1)* 
$ CNIWH((NUMIB-1),J) - DELTNI(NUMIB,J) + 3.44*DELTAM(NUMIB,J) 

7 CONTINUE 

DO 9 J= NUMJ2P, NUMJ3 
B2NU(NUMIB,J,4) = R2NU(NUMIB.J,1)*CAMHA((NUMIB-1),J) + 

$ RZNU(NUMIB.J,2)*CAMHA(NUMIB,J) + RENU(NUMIB,J,3)* 
$ CAMHA((NUMIB+1),J) - DELTAM(NUMIB,)/(1+R) 
B3NU(NUMIB,J,4) = R3NU(NUMIB,J,1)*CNIHA((NUMIB-1),J) + 

$ R3NU(NUMIB,J,2)*CNIHA(NUMIB,J) + R3NU(NUMIB,J,3)* 
$ CNIHA((NUMIB+1),J) - DELTNI(NUMIB,J) + 3.44*DELTAM(NUMIB,J) 

9 CONTINUE 

DO 11 J= NUMJ3P, NUMJ4 
B2NU(NUMIB.J,4) = R2NU(NUMBB,J,3)*(-CAMHA(NUMIB,)) 

$ *(-DAMSED-DAMWAT)*(1+SLOPE2*DZDNU(NUMIB,J))/DZDSQU(NUMBB,J) - 
$ CAMHA((NUMIB-1),J)*(DAMSED+DAMWAT*SLOPE2*DZDNU(NUMIB,J))/ 
$ DZDSQU(NUMIB,J) - (DAMSED*SLOPE2*(CAMHA(NUMIB,J) - 
$ CAMHA(NUMIB,(J-1)))+DAMWAT*SLOPE2*(CAMHA(NUMIB,J) - 
$ CAMHA(NUMIB,(J+1)))))/(DAMWAT*(1+SLOPE2*DZDNU(NUMIB,J))/ 
$ DZDSQU(NUMIB,)J)) - DELTAM(NUMIB,J)/(1+R) 
$ + R2NU(NUMIB,J,2)*CAMWH(NUMIB,J) + RINU(NUMIB,J,1)* 
$ CAMWH((NUMIB-1),J) 
B3NU(NUMIB.J,4) = R3NU(NUMIB.J,3)*(-CNIHA(NUMIB,J) 

$ *(-DNISED-DNIWAT)*(1+SLOPE2*DZDNU(NUMIB,J))/DZDSQU(NUMIB.,J) - 
$ CNIHA((NUMIB-1),J)*(DNISED+DNIWAT*SLOPE2*DZDNU(NUMIB,J))/ 
$ DZDSQU(NUMIB,J) - (DNISED*SLOPE2*(CNIHA(NUMIB.J) - 
$ CNIHA(NUMIB,(J-1)))+DNIWAT*SLOPE2*(CNIHA(NUMIB,J) - 
$ CNIHA(NUMIB,(J+1)))))/(DNIWAT#*(1+SLOPE2*DZDNU(NUMIB,J))/ 
$ DZDSQU(NUMIB.J)) - DELTNI(NUMIB,J) + 3.44*DELTAM(NUMIB.J) 
$ + R3NU(NUMIB,J,2)*CNIWH(NUMIB,J) + R3NU(NUMIB,J,1)* 
$ CNIWH((NUMIB-1),J) 

11 CONTINUE 

DO 13 J= NUMJ4P, NUMJ5 
B2NU(NUMIB,J,4) = R2NU(NUMIB.J,1)*CAMHA((NUMIB-1),J) + 

$ RINU(NUMIB.J,2)*CAMHA(NUMIB,J) + RINU(NUMIB,J,3)* 
$ CAMHA((NUMIB+1),J) - DELTAM(NUMIB,J)/(1+R) 
B3NU(NUMBB,J,4) = R3NU(NUMIB,J,1)*CNIHA((NUMIB-1),J) + 

$ R3NU(NUMIB,J,2)*CNIHA(NUMIB,J) + R3NU(NUMIB,J,3)* 
$ CNIHA((NUMIB+1),J) - DELTNI(NUMIB.J) + 3.44*DELTAM(NUMIB,J) 

13. CONTINUE 

RETURN 

END 
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C*** CHECKS AMOUNT LOST TO MICROBIAL ACTION *** 

SUBROUTINE DELTHA(NUMIB, NUMJ5, KAMM, KNIT, CAM, CNIT, 
$DELTT, DELTAM, DELTNI, NUMIT, DELTOR, CSED, KORG) 

REAL KAMM(0:NUMIB,0:NUMJ5), KNIT(O:NUMIB,0:NUMJ5), 
$CAM(0:NUMIT,-1:(NUMJ5+1)), CNIT(O:NUMIT,-1:(NUMJ5+1)), 
$DELTAM(0:NUMIB,0:NUMJ5), DELTNI(O:NUMIB,0:NUMJ5), 
$CSED((NUMIB-1):(NUMIT+1),- 1: NUMJ5), DELTOR(0:NUMJ5), KORG(0:NUMJ5) 

DO 707 J = 0, NUMJ5 
DELTOR(J) = CSED(NUMIB,J)*(1.0-EXP(-KORG(J)*(DELTT/2.0))) 
DO 707 I= 0, NUMIB 

DELTAM(LJ) = KAMM(LJ)*DELTT/2.0 
IF (DELTAM(L,J) .GT. CAM(LJ)) THEN 
DELTAM(L,J) = CAM(LJ) 
ENDIF 

DELTNI(L,J) = KNIT(,J)*DELTT/2.0 
IF (DELTNI(L,J) .GT. CNIT(J)) THEN 
DELTNI(I,J) = CNIT(LJ) 
ENDIF 

707 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE DELTWH(NUMIB, NUMJS5, KAMM, KNIT, CAM, CNIT, 
$DELTT, DELTAM, DELTNI, NUMIT, DELTOR, CSED, KORG) 

REAL KAMM(0:NUMIB,0:NUMJ5), KNIT(0:NUMIB,0:NUMI5), 
$CAM(-1:(NUMIT+1),0:NUMJ5), CNIT(-1:(NUMIT+1),0:NUMJ5), 
$DELTAM(0:NUMIB,0:NUMJ5), DELTNI(0:NUMIB,0:NUMJ5), 
$CSED((NUMIB-1):(NUMIT+1),-1: NUMJ5), DELTOR(0:NUMJ5), KORG(0:NUMJ5) 

DO 707 J = 0, NUMJ5 
DELTOR(J) = CSED(NUMIB,J)*(1.0-EXP(-KORG(J)*(DELTT/2.0))) 
DO 707 I = 0, NUMIB 

DELTAM(,J) = KAMM(I,J)*DELTT/2.0 
IF (DELTAM(,J) .GT. CAM(,J)) THEN 
DELTAM(,J) = CAM(I,J) 
ENDIF 

DELTNI(I,J) = KNIT(I,J)*DELTT/2.0 
IF (DELTNI(I,J) .GT. CNIT(LJ)) THEN 
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DELTNI(,J) = CNIT(,J) 
ENDIF 

707 CONTINUE 

RETURN 

END 

C*** THIS SOLVES THE THREE BANDED MATRICES *** 

SUBROUTINE MATSOL(B, ISTART, IEND) 

REAL B(ISTART-IEND,4) 

DO 3 K = (ISTART + 1), IEND 
B(K,1) = B(K,1)/B((K-1),2) 
B(K,2) = B(K,2) - (B(K,1)*B((K-1),3)) 

3. CONTINUE 

DO 5 K = (START + 1), IEND 
5 B(K,4) = B(K,4) - (B(K,1)*B((K-1),4)) 

B(IEND,4) = B(IEND,4)/B(IEND,2) 

DO 7 K = (END - 1), ISTART, -1 
7 B(K,4) =(B(KA) - B(K,3)*B((K+1),4))/B(K,2) 

RETURN 
END 
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